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the upper frame supports the electronics associated with the computing device. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 489-92.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not infringe asserted
dependent claim 2 of the ’393 patent.
C.

Claim 3

The Nintendo Switch is accused of infringing dependent claim 3 of the ’393 patent.
1.

The combination of claim 2,

As discussed above, the accused Nintendo Switch does not satisfy all limitations of
dependent claim 2, or all limitations of independent claim 1, upon which claim 2 depends.
2.

in which the computing device further comprising a back, the
back provides an internal surface, an external surface and
cooperates with the at least two opposing sides of the
computing device.

The Nintendo Switch further comprises a back, the back provides an internal surface, an
external surface and cooperates with the at least two opposing sides of the computing device.
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 495-500. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo
Switch includes this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not infringe asserted
dependent claim 3 of the ’393 patent.
D.

Claim 4

The Nintendo Switch is accused of infringing dependent claim 4 of the ’393 patent.
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1.

The combination of claim 3,

As discussed above, the accused Nintendo Switch does not satisfy all limitations of
dependent claim 3, or all limitations of dependent claim 2 or independent claim 1, upon which
claim 2 depends.
2.

in which the rigid structural bridge cooperates with the back of
the computing device.

As discussed above, one skilled in the art would not understand Gamevice’s selected
components of the Nintendo Switch console to constitute a device. See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at
col. 4, lns. 43-45. Gamevice argues that an internal component of the console, here the upper
frame, is the “structural bridge.” As Dr. Stern testified, however, “[W]hen the Nintendo Switch,
in its fully functional form with all of its parts intact, is considered the ‘computing device,’ there
is no other element that can satisfy the structural bridge limitation.” RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at
Q/A 293. The component identified by Gamevice and Dr. Singhose as the “structural bridge” is
an integral part of the Nintendo Switch console, and as part of the “computing device” it cannot
also satisfy the “structural bridge” limitation. See id.
If, however, the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown that the
Nintendo Switch’s upper frame cooperates with the back cover, via a screw going through the
threaded holes in the side tabs/flanges of the back cover and the upper frame. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 505-08.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*
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It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not infringe asserted
dependent claim 4 of the ’393 patent.
E.

Claim 6

The Nintendo Switch is accused of infringing dependent claim 6 of the ’393 patent.
1.

The combination of claim 4,

As discussed above, the accused Nintendo Switch does not satisfy all limitations of
dependent claim 4, or all limitations of dependent claims 3 or 2, or independent claim 1, upon
which claim 2 depends.
2.

in which the computing device comprises an electronic display
screen, and wherein at least one electronic game control
module of the pair of electronic game control modules passes
signals through its corresponding communication link to the
computing device, the signals passed to the computing device
controlling images displayed on the electronic display screen of
the computing device.

The Nintendo Switch comprises an electronic display screen, and wherein at least one
electronic game control module of the pair of electronic game control modules passes signals
through its corresponding communication link to the computing device, the signals passed to the
computing device controlling images displayed on the electronic display screen of the computing
device. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 517-29. Nintendo does not contest that the
Nintendo Switch includes this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not infringe asserted
dependent claim 6 of the ’393 patent.
F.

Claim 7

The Nintendo Switch is accused of infringing dependent claim 7 of the ’393 patent.
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1.

The combination of claim 2,

As discussed above, the accused Nintendo Switch does not satisfy all limitations of
dependent claim 2, or all limitations of independent claim 1, upon which claim 2 depends.
2.

in which the electronics supported by the rigid structural
bridge is a communication module associated with the
computing device.

As discussed above, one skilled in the art would not understand Gamevice’s selected
components of the Nintendo Switch console to constitute a device. See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at
col. 4, lns. 43-45. Gamevice claims that an internal component of the console, here the upper
frame, is the “structural bridge.” As Dr. Stern testified, however, “[W]hen the Nintendo Switch,
in its fully functional form with all of its parts intact, is considered the ‘computing device,’ there
is no other element that can satisfy the structural bridge limitation.” RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at
Q/A 293. The component identified by Gamevice and Dr. Singhose as the “structural bridge” is
an integral part of the Nintendo Switch console, and as part of the “computing device” it cannot
also satisfy the “structural bridge” limitation. See id.
If, however, the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown that the
electronics supported by the Nintendo Switch’s upper frame is a communication module
associated with the computing device. The communication module includes [

] See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 530-34.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*
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It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not infringe asserted
dependent claim 7 of the ’393 patent.
G.

Claim 8

The Nintendo Switch is accused of infringing independent claim 8 of the ’393 patent.
1.

A combination comprising:

The Nintendo Switch constitutes “a combination.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A
337-42. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch satisfies this limitation. See Resps.
Br. at 46-47.
2.

a structural bridge, the structural bridge having a first end
associated with a first electronic game control module of a pair
of electronic game control modules and a second end
associated with a second electronic game control module of the
pair of electronic game control modules,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
As discussed above, one skilled in the art would not understand Gamevice’s selected
components of the Nintendo Switch console to constitute a device. See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at
col. 4, lns. 43-45. Gamevice claims that an internal component of the console, here the upper
frame, is the “structural bridge.” As Dr. Stern testified, however, “[W]hen the Nintendo Switch,
in its fully functional form with all of its parts intact, is considered the ‘computing device,’ there
is no other element that can satisfy the structural bridge limitation.” RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at
Q/A 293. The component identified by Gamevice and Dr. Singhose as the “structural bridge” is
an integral part of the Nintendo Switch console, and as part of the “computing device” it cannot
also satisfy the “structural bridge” limitation. See id.
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If, however, the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown that the
Nintendo Switch has a left and right side, and those sides are associated with the left and right
controllers by their physical locations. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 545-46.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
3.

the structural bridge configured for adaptation to a computing
device,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “the structural
bridge configured for adaptation to a computing device” means “the structural bridge is
adjustable to accommodate a length of a computing device.”
As discussed above, one skilled in the art would not understand Gamevice’s selected
components of the Nintendo Switch console to constitute a device. See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at
col. 4, lns. 43-45. Gamevice claims that an internal component of the console, here the upper
frame, is the “structural bridge.” As Dr. Stern testified, however, “[W]hen the Nintendo Switch,
in its fully functional form with all of its parts intact, is considered the ‘computing device,’ there
is no other element that can satisfy the structural bridge limitation.” RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at
Q/A 293. The component identified by Gamevice and Dr. Singhose as the “structural bridge” is
an integral part of the Nintendo Switch console, and as part of the “computing device” it cannot
also satisfy the “structural bridge” limitation. See id.
If, however, the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has not shown that the
upper frame of the Nintendo Switch is adjustable to accommodate a length of a computing
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device. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 339-64. As Dr. Stern testified, “Even if the upper
frame assembly is considered to be a ‘structural bridge,’ . . . the upper frame assembly is not
adjustable to accommodate a length of a computing device.” Id. at Q/A 351. The structure
identified by Dr. Singhose is fixed in shape, and cannot adapt in any way, shape, or form. See id.
The identified structures are thus not “configured for adaptation,” as claim 8 requires. See id. at
Q/A 339-64.
If, however, the phrase “the structural bridge configured for adaptation to a computing
device” is construed according to Gamevice’s construction to mean “the structural bridge
configured to accommodate a length of a computing device,” then the upper frame meets this
limitation because it is designed to fit with the shape of the back cover of the Switch console,
which is part of the computing device. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 552-55.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
4.

the computing device having a length greater than its width,
the structural bridge accommodates the length of the
computing device,

The Nintendo Switch includes a computing device having a length greater than its width.
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 565. However, the component identified by Gamevice
and Dr. Singhose as the “structural bridge” is an integral part of the Nintendo Switch console
device, and as part of the “computing device” it cannot also satisfy the “structural bridge”
limitation. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 293.
If, however, the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown that the
structural bridge accommodates the length of the computing device. See CX-0001C (Singhose
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DWS) at Q/A 565. As Dr. Singhose testified, “The computing device of the Nintendo Switch
has a length greater than its width, and the upper frame accommodates the length of the
computing device.” Id.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
5.

in which the structural bridge provides a void, the void
disposed between the first end of the structural bridge and the
second end of the structural bridge, the void having right, left,
upper, and lower sides, each side of the void communicating
with a material of the structural bridge.

Gamevice argues, in part:
The upper frame of the Nintendo Switch meets limitation “8d” because it
has a void disposed between its first and second ends, and has right, left, upper, and
lower sides, each of which communicates with a material of the upper frame, as
shown in CDX-0001C.93. CX-0001C at Q/A 569-571. Nintendo does not dispute
that the upper frame has a through hole bounded by a material of the upper frame
on all four sides. It only disputes that the hole is not a void because a cable goes
through that hole in the finished product. See RPreHB at 74.
Nintendo argues that the hole in the upper frame shown in CDX-0001C.93
is “filled with a cable,” but that is incorrect because the “cable” is a thin flexible
printed circuit for the LCD that cannot take up the entire space of the void. CX0001C at Q/A 572-73. Therefore, even if the portion taken up by the FPC is
discounted, there still remains an empty space satisfying the void limitation. See
id. For this reason, Nintendo’s attempt to analogize the upper frame to figure 35 of
the ’393 patent with a “filled hole” is misguided because the void in the upper frame
is never “filled” by the FPC. See id. Nintendo also argues that under this
interpretation, at least some side of the void is in communication with the FPC
rather than the material of the structural bridge. See RPreHB at 75. This is not true
because the void is still circumscribed by the same four sides whether or not there
is an FPC going through it. See CX-0001C at Q/A 572, 574-75.
Compl. Br. at 58-59.
Nintendo argues, in part:
Claim 8 includes another requirement for the “structural bridge,” namely
that it “provides a void … the void having right, left, upper, and lower sides, each
side of the void communicating with a material of the structural bridge.” But there
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frame is assembled into a console, the LCD Main FPC fills in the hole in the upper
frame—the hole remains in the upper frame, but the void does not. Id., Q555–58;
RX-1824C.A, Q555.
Second, Gamevice says that even with the LCD Main FPC, there is still
some small empty space in the hole in the upper frame surrounding the FPC. CX1C, Q572. But this renders the term meaningless, as a POSA would not consider
an unfilled part of a hole to be a void. RX-1824C, Q559. In addition, even if the
empty space surrounding the FPC was considered a void—and even if Gamevice
had identified that space in its infringement contentions (which it did not), RX1387C.109–112—it would still fail to meet the limitation because the claim
requires that “each side of the void” be in communication with material of the
“structural bridge.” RX-1824C, Q559. With the FPC in the hole, at least one of
the sides of the alleged void would necessarily be in communication with the FPC,
not the supposed structural bridge, thus the claim requirements would still not be
met.
Resps. Br. at 66-68.
The Staff argues, in part:
Claim 8 of the ’393 patent recites a structural bridge that “provides a void,
the void disposed between the first end of the structural bridge and the second end
of the structural bridge, the void having right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side
of the void communicating with a material of the structural bridge.” JX-0001 (’393
patent) at cl. 8. Gamevice contends that this limitation is met by a hole in the upper
frame assembly. See Compl. P.H. Br. at 56-57.
*

*

*

The Staff disagrees.
Accordingly, the accused Nintendo products do not satisfy the “void”
limitation of claim 8 of the ’393 patent.
Staff Br. at 53-54.
As discussed above, one skilled in the art would not understand Gamevice’s selected
components of the Nintendo Switch console to constitute a device. See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at
col. 4, lns. 43-45. Gamevice claims that an internal component of the console, here the upper
frame, is the “structural bridge.” As Dr. Stern testified, however, “[W]hen the Nintendo Switch,
in its fully functional form with all of its parts intact, is considered the ‘computing device,’ there
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is no other element that can satisfy the structural bridge limitation.” RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at
Q/A 293. The component identified by Gamevice and Dr. Singhose as the “structural bridge” is
an integral part of the Nintendo Switch console, and as part of the “computing device” it cannot
also satisfy the “structural bridge” limitation. See id.
If, however, the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown that the upper
frame contains a void disposed between its first and second ends, and has right, left, upper, and
lower sides, each of which communicates with a material of the upper frame. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 569-71. Nintendo argues that the alleged hole is filled with a cable
when the assembled product is imported into the United States. See Resps. Br. at 66-68.
However, even if the portion taken up by the cable is discounted, there still remains an empty
space satisfying the void limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 572-73.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not infringe asserted
independent claim 8 of the ’393 patent.
H.

Claim 12

The Joy-Con Grip and the Joy-Con Charging Grip are accused of infringing independent
claim 12 of the ’393 patent. Gamevice asserts, “The analysis of claim 12 below applies to both
the Joy-Con Grip and the Joy-Con Charging Grip, which are identical in all material aspects
relevant to the infringement analysis of claim 12.” Compl. Br. at 59.
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1.

A combination comprising:

The Joy-Con Charging Grip constitutes “a combination.” See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) Q/A 577. Nintendo does not contest that the Joy-Con Charging Grip satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 46-47.
2.

a first electronic game control module of a pair of electronic
game control modules, and a second electronic game control
module of the pair of electronic game control modules

The Joy-Con Charging Grip includes a pair of electronic game control modules. See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 584-87. Nintendo does not contest that the Joy-Con
Charging Grip includes this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
3.

each the first and the second electronic game control modules
includes at least a plurality of instructional input devices,

The Joy-Con Charging Grip includes a pair of electronic game control modules, where
each of the first and the second electronic game control modules includes at least a plurality of
instructional input devices. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 588-91. Nintendo does not
contest that the Joy-Con Charging Grip includes this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
4.

and at least one of the first and the second electronic game
control modules further comprising a restraint, the restraint
providing at least a spring member;

The Joy-Con Charging Grip satisfies this limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 592-95. Nintendo does not contest that the Joy-Con Charging Grip includes this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
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5.

a structural bridge interposed between said first and second
electronic game control module,

The Joy-Con Charging Grip satisfies this limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 592-95. Nintendo does not contest that the Joy-Con Charging Grip includes this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
6.

said structural bridge comprising a first side, said first side of
said structural bridge in contact adjacency with said first
electronic game control module,

Gamevice argues, in part:
Limitations “12e” and “12f” are identical except that “12e” applies to the
first side of the Grip and “12f” applies to the second side of the Grip. See Stern Tr.
449:2-5. The evidence showed that the Grip combination meets these limitations
literally under the agreed-upon construction “contact adjacency,” “next to and
touching.” CX-0001C at Q/A 603-604. As shown in CDX-0001C.101-105, the
left side of the Grip is next to and touching the left Joy-Con and the right side of
the Grip is next to and touching the right Joy-Con. CX-0001C at Q/A 605-613.
The entire left and right sides of the Joy-Cons, as shown in CDX-0001C.103 and
105 are in contact adjacency with the sides of the Grip’s structural bridge, as
denoted in CDX-0001C.102 and 104, and as admitted by Nintendo’s expert, Dr.
Stern. CX-0001C at Q/A 609, 613, 616; see Stern Tr. 456:8-457:12.
Nintendo’s only remaining argument for these limitations is that the rails in
the Grip are not part of the structural bridge because Gamevice identified the same
rails in the Nintendo Switch console as being “separate and distinct” from the
structural bridge in claim 1. RPreHB at 106. This argument lacks merit for several
reasons. CX-0001C at Q/A 614-15. First, claim 12 does not recite “confinement
structure” or require that the side rails be “separate and distinct” from the structural
bridge. Therefore, importing limitations from claim 1—an unrelated independent
claim—into claim 12 is improper. Second, Gamevice’s infringement analysis for
claim 12 is directed to the Joy-Con Grip and the Joy-Con Charging Grip
combinations only, which are different from the Nintendo Switch combination.
Therefore, Nintendo’s attempt to use the mapping for the Nintendo Switch
combination to attack the mapping for the Grip combination is improper. Third,
the side rails are manufactured to be part of the Grip, including its middle plastic
portion, which Gamevice identified as the structural bridge. They are tightly
screwed into the Grip and recessed into the middle portion of the Grip, such that
the rails and the Grip “become, basically, a single structural component with the
center plastic portion.” See Stern Tr. 449:23-451:6; CDX-0001C.101 and 102. In
contrast, in the Nintendo Switch console, the side tabs of the back cover of the
Switch console intervene between the side rails and the upper frame, as shown in
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CDX-0001C.53 and 54. Therefore, Nintendo’s argument is erroneous for ignoring
the structural differences between the Switch combination and the Grip
combination as they relate to this claim limitation.
Compl. Br. at 61-62.
Nintendo argues, in part:
As discussed above, Section 14.2, Gamevice’s argument regarding
“separate and distinct” for claim 1 is inconsistent with its argument regarding
“contact adjacency” for claim 12. If, however, the ALJ finds that the rails are
“separate and distinct” from the upper frame assembly—which as discussed above,
they are not—then the rails cannot be part of the purported sturctural bridge of the
Joy-Con Grip. And in that case, there can be no “contact adjacency” between the
Joy-Con and the Joy-Con Grip, as required by claim 12. RX-1824C, Q649–50.
In sum, the Joy-Con Grip and Joy-Con cannot infringe claim 12 because the
Joy-Con Grip lacks a retention mechanism, a boss, and does not meet the recited
“coupl[ing]” limitation.
Resps. Br. at 96.
The Staff argues, in part:
Claim 12 of the ’393 patent recites a “[first/second] side of said structural
bridge in contact adjacency with said [first/second] electronic game control
module.” JX-0001 (’393 patent) at cl. 12. Gamevice contends that the sides of the
grip are next to and touching the Joy-Con Controllers. See Compl. P.H. Br. at 59.
This, however, is not consistent with Gamevice’s theories regarding the other
claims. See Resps. P.H. Br. at 106-107. As discussed above with respect to claim
1, Gamevice contends that the rails of the Nintendo Switch Console device are
separate and distinct from the alleged structural bridge. However, for purposes of
claim 12, Gamevice argues that the substantially identical rails of the Grip are now
part of the structural bridge. See Compl. P.H. Br. at 59. Gamevice cannot have it
both ways. If the rails are part of the structural bridge, then Gamevice’s theory fails
with respect to all of the other asserted claims. If, however, the rails are not a part
of the structural bridge, then Gamevice cannot show that this limitation of claim 12
is satisfied because the Joy-Con Controllers are next to and touching the Grip’s rails
– not the structural bridge.
Staff Br. at 55-56.
Nintendo argues that Gamevice’s argument regarding “separate and distinct” for claim 1
is inconsistent with its argument regarding “contact adjacency” for claim 12. See Resps. Br. at
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96. However, as ruled above, the rails are not “separate and distinct” from the upper frame
assembly. The evidence shows that the Grip combination meets this limitation literally under the
agreed-upon construction “contact adjacency,” “next to and touching.” JX-0014 at 1. The JoyCon Charging Grip satisfies this limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 603-04.
7.

said structural bridge further comprising a second side, said
second side of said structural bridge in contact adjacency with
said second electronic game control module,

As ruled above, the rails are not “separate and distinct” from the upper frame assembly.
The evidence shows that the Grip combination meets this limitation literally under the agreedupon construction “contact adjacency,” “next to and touching.” JX-0014 at 1. The Joy-Con
Charging Grip satisfies this limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 603-04.
8.

said structural bridge still further comprising a retention
mechanism, the retention mechanism providing at least a boss,

The administrative law judge finds that the Joy-Con Charging Grip does not include this
feature of claim 12. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 584-606.
Gamevice argues, in part:
The evidence showed that the Grip meets this limitation because the middle
plastic portion of the Grip is attached to the rails on both sides, each of which
comprises a retention mechanism providing at least a boss under all parties’
proposed constructions. CX-0001C at Q/A 617-18. The sides of the Grip infringe
under Gamevice’s proposed construction because they are mechanical appliances
that secure the Grip’s structural bridge and the Joy-Cons in a particular relationship.
CX-0001C at Q/A 619-21. As shown in CDX-0001C.106-107, each side has a
metal tab (i.e., a boss) and a notch (i.e., a catch) on its upper side, which interact
with the restraint (spring-loaded buttons on the Joy-Cons). See id., 625-26.
In response, Nintendo argues that a single, stationary piece like a portion of
the rail is not a “retention mechanism” because it does not satisfy a dictionary
definition of “machine,” which requires “having definite motions.” See RPreHB
103. But the Grip rails satisfy this definition because they move relative to the JoyCons as they slide into the rails. See CDX-0001C.110. Moreover, Nintendo
overlooks the fact that Gamevice’s construction states, “a machine or mechanical
appliance . . . ,” so it is possible for a component to meet Gamevice’s construction
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even if it is not a machine. Indeed, as the evidence showed, a POSITA would
understand that a one-piece component like the rails of the Grip’s structural bridge
can be a “mechanical appliance.” CX-0001C at Q/A 622-23. The Grip rails satisfy
dictionary definitions of “appliance,” because they are “a piece of equipment for
adapting a tool or machine to a special purpose: Attachment” and “an instrument
or device designed for a particular use or function.” See Stern Tr. 482:2-24.
The evidence also showed that the same components of the Grip satisfy
OUII’s proposed means-plus-function construction, structure (1), literally or under
the doctrine of equivalents. CX-0001C at Q/A 628-29. The components of the
Grip identified in CDX-0001C.108 perform the identical function of securing the
Grip’s structural bridge to the Joy-Cons. CX-0001C at Q/A 630. They perform
this function in substantially the same way because the Grip rails comprise
confinement bosses having fastening detents that interact with a retention member,
which is responsive to a catch, as shown in CDX-0001C.108. See id. They achieve
substantially the same result as the claimed “retention mechanism” because they
catch the spring-loaded locking mechanism in the Joy-Cons to prevent them from
sliding out of the Grip. See id. It is undisputed that when a Joy-Con slides down
the rail, the boss of the rail depresses the slide, which then depresses the spring
member. CX-0001C at Q/A 630-631, 636; CDX-0001C.109. When the slide
reaches the notch, the depressed spring extends, thereby releasing the slide and the
button, engaging the locking mechanism, locking the Joy-Con in place. See id.
Alternatively, they infringe under the doctrine of equivalents because the
differences between the claimed “retention mechanism” and the identified
components in the Grip combination are insubstantial, and they perform
substantially the same function in substantially the same way to achieve
substantially the same result as the claimed “retention mechanism.” CX-0001C at
Q/A 632; CDX-0001C.99-100.
In response, Nintendo argues that the metal tab on the rail is not a “boss”
because it is a continuation of the rail after the notch rather than a “protruding
feature on a work piece”. See RPreHB at 102. But the evidence showed that a
POSITA would consider that metal tab on the uppermost portion of the rail a
protuberance or a protruding feature on the Grip rail. CX-0001C at Q/A 625-26.
Furthermore, the evidence showed, and Nintendo’s expert agreed, that the patentee
acted as a lexicographer to define the term “boss” more broadly than how
Nintendo’s expert would define it. See Stern Tr. 489:11-492:15. Nintendo and its
expert do not dispute that the portions of the Grip rails satisfy this broader definition
of “boss” in the ’393 patent. See id.
Nintendo also argues that Gamevice’s arguments for this limitation are not
credible because they are different from the position it took in the 1111
Investigation. See RPreHB at 101. But the arguments made in the 1111
investigation are irrelevant here because they were based on the claims of the ’498
and ’713 patents, which are different from the ’393 patent claims, as explained in
section VI. C. below. CX-0001C at Q/A 633. Similarly, that Gamevice pointed to
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a different component as the “fastening detent” in the 1111 investigation is
irrelevant because the claims at issue in the 1111 Investigation concerned a
different invention from what is at issue in this investigation. Comair Rotron, Inc.
v. Nippon Densan Corp., 49 F.3d 1535, 1539 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (rejecting defendant’s
estoppel argument, holding that “separate patents describe ‘separate and distinct
inventions,’ and it cannot be presumed that related patents rise and fall together.”).
Nintendo also argues that Gamevice’s “retention mechanism” does not
couple or secure the structural bridge to an electronic game control module because
the complementary rails on the Grip and the Joy-Cons do so. See RPreHB at 102103. Nintendo’s only support for this argument is Dr. Stern’s testing, in which he
removed the locking mechanism from the Grip combination and found that the JoyCons remained coupled to the Grip. See id. But this testing is consistent with
Gamevice’s argument because the existence of another factor involved in coupling
the structural bridge to an electronic game control module is irrelevant to whether
the locking mechanism and the corresponding portions in the Grip’s rails couple
those structures together. CX-0001C at Q/A 637-38. Further, there is no
requirement that the interaction between the retention mechanism and the restraint
be the only thing securing the Grip’s structural bridge and the Joy-Cons. CX0001C at Q/A 638-39; Northern Telecom, Inc. v. Datapoint Corp., 908 F.2d 931,
945 (Fed. Cir. 1990). Indeed, the evidence showed that a POSITA would
understand that Nintendo added the locking mechanism to the Grip combination as
a safety feature to prevent the Joy-Cons from sliding out during gameplay when a
user engages in sudden and vigorous movements. See Stern Tr. 650:25-652:24.
The evidence also showed that when the locking mechanism is removed, the JoyCons do not remain in place during such vigorous movements, rendering the device
unsafe and hazardous for the users. See Stern Tr. 652:25-659:8. Therefore, a
POSITA would not consider the Joy-Cons without the locking mechanism to be
“coupled” with the structural bridge, considering the invention of the ’393 patent
as a whole. See id.
Furthermore, the evidence showed that the Grip combination literally
performs the function identified by Nintendo for the reasons explained above in
connection with Gamevice’s and OUII’s proposed constructions. CX-0001C at
Q/A 640-41. Nintendo argues that the term retention mechanism is invalid as
indefinite for failing to disclose a corresponding structure, but Nintendo is wrong
for the reasons explained above in section III. C. 7. CX-0001C at Q/A 642.
Compl. Br. at 62-65.
Nintendo argues, in part:
While Staff agrees with Nintendo that “retention mechanism” is properly
construed as a means-plus-function term, Staff submits that the specification
discloses two structures sufficient to perform the related function. JX-14.4.
Gamevice claims that the Joy-Con Grip has a structure equivalent to Staff’s first
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proposed structure: “[T]he mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using
a confinement boss 262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts with a retention
member 266 that is responsive to a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to
the pair of control modules 252 (see ’393 patent,
Fig. 14; Col. 8:38–49),” JX-14.4–5. See CX-1C,
Q629.
Shown in the image below is Figure 14 with
the mechanical arrangement recited in Staff’s first
proposed structure identified. JX-1, Fig. 14, 8:38–
49. Gamevice tries to map those components onto
the Joy-Con Grip rail as shown in the image below
right. CDX-1C.108 (annotated photograph of CPX22). Gamevice fails. RX-1824C, Q585–606; RX1824C.A, Q606.
*

*

*

So too for the “fastening detent.” Gamevice
says that the “fastening detent” required by Staff’s
structure is the same gap in the rail as the suppsed
“catch.” But a “fastening detent” prevents motion
relative to a “catch,” and “detents are usually spring-loaded balls or levers that
prevent motion by engaging with a feature on a moving object.” Id., Q588, 596;
RX-60C, Q298. The part Gamevice identifies as the “fastening detent” does not—
and indeed cannot—prevent motion relative to the purported “catch” since they are
the same supposed structure and both are stationary elements on the same rail. RX1824C, Q578, 588, 596; RX-60C, Q298.
Similarly, there is no “confinement boss” as required by Staff’s structure.
As explained below, in Section 16.2, the Joy-Con Grip has no “boss”—
“confinement” or otherwise. Thus, since the structures required by Staff’s
construction are not present in the Joy-Con Grip, Gamevice has failed to show
infringement under the Staff’s construction. RX-1824C, Q585–88, 596–605.
Gamevice’s allegations under DOE do not add anything to its arguments on
structural equivalents. Therefore, the evidence also shows that the “retention
mechanism” under Staff’s proposed construction is not met under DOE. RX1824C, Q606; RX-1824C.A, Q606.
Resps. Br. at 86-88.
The Staff argues, in part:
Claim 12 of the ’393 patent recites a structural bridge “comprising a
retention mechanism.” JX-0001 (’393 patent) at cl. 12. Applying its proposed
claim construction that a retention mechanism is “a machine or mechanical
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appliance that secures components in a particular relationship,” Gamevice contends
that a cutout in the Nintendo Switch Grip rail satisfies this limitation as shown in
the figure below. See Compl. P.H. Br. at 60-62.

CDX-0001C (Singhose Demo.) at 106.
Nintendo disputes that this is the correct claim construction. Additionally,
Nintendo argues that a single, stationary portion of the rail is not a machine or
mechanical appliance and thus cannot satisfy this limitation under Gamevice’s
proposed construction. See Resps. P.H. Br. at 103-104. According to Dr. Stern, a
person skilled in the art would understand a machine to be a “a combination of rigid
or resistant bodies having definite motions and capable of performing useful work
or mechanical appliance.” RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 576. A person skilled
in the art would not understand a single part to be a “mechanism” or a “mechanical
appliance.” Id. at Q/A 583. The Staff agrees.
Under the Staff’s proposed construction of “retention mechanism” as a
means-plus-function limitation, Gamevice argues that the limitation is met either
literally or under the doctrine of equivalents. Compl. P.H. Br. at 60. Nintendo and
the Staff disagree. Under the Staff’s proposed construction, two different
mechanical arrangements disclosed in the ’393 patent correspond to the claimed
retention function. According to Dr. Stern, the rails of the Grip do not employ
either of those mechanical arrangements. RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 584-606.
The Staff agrees. The ’393 patent does not disclose a notched rail as a retention
mechanism, nor is a notched rail equivalent to the disclosed mechanisms of the ’393
patent. Id.
Accordingly, the accused Nintendo products do not satisfy the “retention
mechanism” limitation of claim 12 under the correct construction proposed by the
Staff.
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*

*

*

Claim 12 of the ’393 patent recites a “retention mechanism providing at
least a boss.” JX-0001 (’393 patent) at cl. 12. Gamevice contends that the “boss”
limitation is met by the rails of the Grip. See Compl. P.H. Br. at 60 (“Each side has
a boss and a notch on the upper side, which interact with the restraint (spring-loaded
buttons on the Joy-Cons) described above.”). According to Gamevice, nothing
precludes a protrusion on a rail from satisfying the “boss” limitation. Id. Nintendo
disagrees. According to Dr. Stern, “[c]utting a notch in a component does not create
two bosses on either side of the notch, as Dr. Singhose’s testimony suggests.” RX1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 582. One skilled in the art would understand the
accused rail to have a notch as opposed to a boss. See id.
Accordingly, the accused Nintendo products do not satisfy the “boss”
limitation of claim 12 of the ’393 patent.
Staff Br. at 56-58 (footnote deleted).
As an initial matter, the administrative law judge has determined that the term “retention
mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to
the control modules.” Furthermore, the corresponding structures are: (1) the mechanical
arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using a confinement boss 262 having a fastening detent 264
that interacts with a retention member 266 that is responsive to a catch 268 to secure the
structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 252 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Fig. 14; col. 8,
lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 and 29, using a boss 430
interacting with an adjustment structure 432 to adaptively secure the control module 402 to a
structural bridge 422 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 27 and 29; col. 11, ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39);
and (3) equivalents thereof.
Gamevice argues that the same components of the Grip satisfy structure (1), literally or
under the doctrine of equivalents. See Compl. Br. at 63. As noted above, the first corresponding
structure is the mechanical arrangement shown in Figure 14, where a confinement boss 262
having a fastening detent 264 interacts with a retention member 266 that is responsive to a catch
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268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 252. See JX-0001 (’393
patent) at col. 8, lns. 38-49.

FIG. 14 of JX-0001 (’393 patent)
Gamevice contends that the components of the Grip secure the Grip’s structural bridge to
the Joy-Cons perform the identical function as structure (1) in substantially the same way to
achieve substantially the same result as the claimed “retention mechanism” because they catch
the spring-loaded locking mechanism in the Joy-Cons to prevent them from sliding out of the
Grip. See Compl. Br. at 63. However, as Dr. Stern testified, the rails of the Grip do not employ
either of the mechanical arrangements identified in the specification of the ’393 patent. See
RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 584-606.
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CDX-0001C at 108 (edited photograph of CPX-22)
The rails of the Joy-Con Grip differ significantly from the “mechanical arrangement” of
Figure 14. See id. at Q/A 588. For instance, the catch shown in Figure 14 is spring activated
268, JX-0001 (’393 patent) at col. 8, lns. 44-45 (“ … the retention member 266 is responsive to a
catch 268, which referably is a spring activated catch 268 … ”), but Gamevice labels the gap in
the rail as the supposed “catch,” which is neither spring activated nor functions like a “catch.”
RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 578, 588, 604. Thus, this structure is absent. The ’393 patent
does not disclose a notched rail as a retention mechanism, nor is a notched rail equivalent to the
disclosed mechanisms of the ’393 patent. Id.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Joy-Con Charging Grip does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
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9.

an interaction of the spring member of the restraint with the
boss of the retention mechanism couples the structural bridge
to at least one of the first and the second electronic game
control modules.

The administrative law judge finds that the Joy-Con Charging Grip does not satisfy this
limitation of claim 12. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 613-15.
Gamevice argues, in part:
The evidence showed that the Grip combination literally satisfies this
limitation. CX-0001C, Singhose WS Q/A 643. As shown in CDX-0001C.110, the
spring in the restraint described in “12c” interacts with the boss of retention
mechanism described in limitation “12g” to couple the structural bridge to the JoyCons, as shown in CDX-0001C.111. CX-0001C at Q/A 643-647; see also CX0131C.0007, CX-0132C.0008. The specific mechanism by which this interaction
occurs is described above for limitation “12g,” which Nintendo’s expert agrees
with. See Stern Tr. 499:11-500:14. For this limitation, Nintendo argues that the
spring and the boss do not interact because their interaction is mediated by a plastic
lever, which Dr. Stern refers to as a “slide.” See RPreHB at 104-105. Nintendo
and Dr. Stern do not dispute that the boss and the slide interact when the Joy-Con
slides down the rail, and they also do not dispute that the slide interacts with the
spring. See id.; see also Stern Tr. 499:11-500:14. Instead, they only argue that this
interaction does not satisfy the claimed interaction because it is mediated by another
component. In doing so, Nintendo effectively construes the word “interact” to read
out any indirect interaction between two components without any legitimate basis
to do so. CX-0001C at Q/A 648-650.
Even though Nintendo attempts to construe the term “interact,” it failed to
timely raise this claim construction dispute, so the plain and ordinary meaning of
the term controls. As the evidence showed, a POSITA would understand
“interaction” to mean” mutual or reciprocal action or influence,” which does not
prohibit an interaction between two components mediated by another component.
See Stern Tr. 500:20-501:1. This is consistent with how the patentee used the term
“interact” in the ’393 patent, when it stated “. . . a boss 430, communicating with
the structural bridge 422, and an adjustment structure 432, interacting with the boss
430, by way of the adjustment feature 428.” JX-0001 at 12:4-12; see Stern Tr.
504:16-505:12.
Compl. Br. at 65-66 (footnote omitted).
Nintendo argues, in part:
Claim 12 requires that the “spring member of the restraint” “interact[]”
“with the boss of the retention mechanism,” and that that interaction, “couple[]”
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“the structural bridge to at least one of the first and the second electronic game
control modules.” The limitation, thus, requires two different things: First, it
requires that the “spring member” “interact[]” with the “boss of the retention
mechanism,” and second, that the “interaction” perform the function of
“coupl[ing]” the structural bridge to the game control modules. Gamevice cannot
prove either.
Gamevice has not shown the first part of the requirement—that what it calls
the “spring member” “interacts” at all with what it calls the “boss.” Each Joy-Con
contains a locking mechanism that
consists of a release button, spring,
bracket, and a plastic piece Dr.
Stern referred to as a “slide.” RX1824C, Q613; RX-1824C.A,
Q613. The image right shows the
mechanism in two states. RX1824C, Q613; RX-1824C.A,
Q613; RDX-3C.82 (showing
frames from RX-1532). On the
left, the release button is not
pressed, and the spring is not
compressed. On the right, the
release button is pressed, which in turn presses the slide, and compresses the spring.
RX-1824C, Q613–15; RX-1824C.A, Q613; RX-1532.
Gamevice contends that the
“spring member” is the spring in the JoyCon. CX-1C, Q592–93; CDX-1C.98
(annotated photograph of CPX-24) (right).
But Gamevice did not—because it could
not—show how that spring interacts with
the portion of the rail in the Joy-Con Grip
that Gamevice calls the “boss.” RX1824C, Q616. Instead of providing an
explanation for how the limitation is met, Dr. Singhose simply ignored it, providing
instead a demonstrative stating that the release button “interacts with the boss and
the spring.” CDX-1C.110 (annotated photograph of CPX-24) (right). But this
“evidence” shows the wrong component, because it is the supposed spring member
that must interact with the supposed boss, not the release button, RX-1824C, Q616,
and Gamevice offers no evidence as to that relevant interaction. CX-1C, Q643–50.
In fact, the identified spring interacts only with internal components of the Joy-Con.
Id., Q612.
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Even if Gamevice had actually offered
evidence showing that the supposed spring
member interacted with the supposed boss (it did
not), the interaction would not satisfy the second
part of the claim—that the “interaction” “couple”
the Joy-Con to the Joy-Con Grip. JX-1, claim 12.
Neither the lock on the Joy-Con (or more
particularly, the spring in the lock of the Joy-Con)
nor the portion of the rail that Gamevice says is a
boss are responsible for coupling the Joy-Con to
the rail. Stern Tr. 649:13–20. Instead, what
couples the Joy-Con to the rail is “the T-shape
member that’s on the Joy-Con [that] goes into the
channel of the rail. And the combination of those two couple the Joy-Con to the
rail as well as the rest of the Grip.” Id. Indeed, the record contains only one
experiment designed to demonstrate the required coupling, and it was an
experiment performed by Dr. Stern. Id., 649:21–650:4; RX-1824C, Q590–95; RX1529, RX-1530, RX-1531. As he testified, he removed the locking mechanism
(which includes the spring that Gamevice says is the spring member) from a JoyCon and then tested sliding that Joy-Con onto the Joy-Con Grip. RX-1824C,
Q590–92. Even with the purported spring member removed, the Joy-Con was
coupled to the Joy-Con Grip, as documented in videos taken by Dr. Stern. Id.,
Q593–94; RX-1529; RX-1530; RX-1531. Dr. Stern concluded, based partially on
this test, that it is not the interaction between the spring in the lock on the Joy-Con
and the portion of the rail that Gamevice identified as the boss that couples the JoyCon to the rails, but rather the rails and the complementary Joy-Con shape. RX1824C, Q595.
Gamevice has no evidence to counter Dr. Stern’s analysis showing that the
Joy-Con is coupled to the Joy-Con Grip by something other than the supposed
interaction between the purported spring member and the purported retention
mechanism. Dr. Singhose did none of his own anlysis, let alone experiments—only
Dr. Stern performed experiments. Tr. 655:14–22 (Dr. Stern stating he “did the only
testing on the product so far that [he’d] seen”); see generally CX-1C. While
Gamevice’s counsel tried on re-cross examination to dismiss Dr. Stern’s
experiments (using demonstratives of non-record material), those efforts amount to
nothing more than inadmissible attorney argument. Tr. 650:13–654:15; Johnston
v. IVAC Corp., 885 F.2d 1574, 1581 (Fed. Cir. 1989) (“Attorneys’ argument is no
substitute for evidence.”).
Lacking any record evidence to demonstrate that the identified portion of
the Joy-Con Grip performs the required coupling function, Gamevice simply tried
to change what the claim limitation requires by modifying the claim language. So,
Gamevice claims that the coupling required is not the “coupl[ing]” actually recited
in the claim, but rather, something Dr. Singhose’s asserts is “secure coupling.” Tr.
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914:8–12. But Gamevice’s secure-coupling theory is just an attempt to amend the
claim with a new, different claim limitation. The express claim language requires
“coupling,” saying nothing whatsoever about whether that coupling is “secure” or
otherwise. The phrase “secure coupling” does not appear anywhere in the
specification; it is a concept manufactured by Dr. Singhose. See generally JX-1.
And, even more significantly, claim 19 confirms the difference between
“coupl[ing],” as recited in claim 12, and “secur[ing],” since claim 19 recites that
the “retention mechanism secures the structural bridge to the first of the pair of
control modules.” JX-01, 21:21–23; see Amgen, 923 F.3d at 1031 (different terms
are presumed to have different meanings). Finally, Gamevice never requested a
construction of the term “coupling” that would transform the plain meaning into
“secure coupling,” as Dr. Singhose now suggests. Thus, Gamevice’s attempt to
change the meaning of the limitation fails, and it has failed to prove that this
limitation is met.
Gamevice’s attempt to allow “indirect interaction”—whatever that
means—to satisfy this limitation should also be rejected. CX-1C, Q642, 648. Not
only is it untimely, RX-1824C, Q621, it is flawed because, under Dr. Singhose’s
view, components of a device that were nowhere near each other might “interact”
through any number of intermediate components, which is not how a person of
ordinary skill would understand this limitation. Id., Q622.
Resps. Br. at 93-96.
The Staff argues, in part:
Claim 12 of the ’393 patent recites “an interaction of the spring member of
the restraint with the boss of the retention mechanism couples the structural bridge
to at least one of the first and the second electronic game control modules.” JX0001 (’393 patent) at cl. 12. According to Gamevice, the “boss” of the Grip rails
holds down a spring while Joy-Con Controllers are being attached or removed. See
Compl. P.H. Br. at 62. Nintendo and the Staff disagree.
Staff Br. at 58-59.
As an initial matter, the administrative law judge has determined that the term “retention
mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to
the control modules.” Moreover, the corresponding structures are: (1) the mechanical
arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using a confinement boss 262 having a fastening detent 264
that interacts with a retention member 266 that is responsive to a catch 268 to secure the
structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 252 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Fig. 14; col. 8,
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lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 and 29, using a boss 430
interacting with an adjustment structure 432 to adaptively secure the control module 402 to a
structural bridge 422 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 27 and 29; col. 11, ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39);
and (3) equivalents thereof.
Gamevice contends that the spring in the restraint interacts with the boss of retention
mechanism to couple the structural bridge to the Joy-Cons. See Compl. Br. at 65-66. However,
as Dr. Stern testified, the alleged “spring member” and “boss” are unrelated to how the Joy-Con
Controllers couple with the Grip. RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 612. “[T]he component that
‘couples’ the Joy-Con to the rail is the sliding relationship of the rail itself. That is, the rail of the
Joy-Con mates with the complementary shape of the rail on the Grip, and the resulting device is
coupled.” Id. As Dr. Stern further testified, the alleged “spring member” does not interact with
what Gamevice identifies as the “boss.” Id. To the contrary, the “spring member” only interacts
with internal components of the Joy-Con Controllers. Id. Finally, Dr. Stern demonstrated how
the Joy-Con Controllers mate with the Grip rails. See id. at Q/A 610-23. This shows that there is
no interaction of the spring member with the boss. See id.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Joy-Con Charging Grip does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the accused Joy-Con Charging Grip does not infringe
asserted independent claim 12 of the ’393 patent.
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I.

Claim 16

The Nintendo Switch is accused of infringing dependent claims 17 and 18, which depend
on independent claim 16 of the ’393 patent. Therefore, the Nintendo Switch must be found to
practice claim 16 to be found to infringe either of dependent claims 17 and 18.
1.

An apparatus comprising:

The Nintendo Switch constitutes “a combination.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A
653-54. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch satisfies this limitation. See Resps.
Br. at 46-99.
2.

a first means for attaching an input device to a computing
device,

The Nintendo Switch includes “a computing device.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
Q/A 343; RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 241.
As noted above, Gamevice and Nintendo dispute whether the “computing device” means
the Nintendo Switch console in its typical form, or whether components of the Nintendo Switch
console can be selected to satisfy the limitation. Both parties agree that the Nintendo Switch
includes a computing device. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 343; RX-1824C (Stern
RWS) at Q/A 241. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch satisfies this portion of
the limitation. See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
As ruled above, the term “first means for attaching an input device to a computing
device” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “attaching an input device to a
computing device.” Furthermore, the corresponding structures are: (1) structure 128, which
allows a computer device to attach to input device 114 by nesting (Fig. 1, col. 4, lns. 46-52, col.
5, lns. 22-31, col. 6, lns. 51-57); (2) control modules that “secure” to a structural bridge using a
confinement boss, retention member, detent, and catch (Fig. 14-15, col. 8, lns. 38-49); (3)
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confinement structures, a structural bridge, and an adjustable fastening mechanism that provides
“sufficient compressive load [] on the computing device [] to securely hold the computing device
between the pair of confinement structures” (Figs. 16-17, col. 9, lns. 39-53, col. 9, lns. 60-62,
col. 10, lns. 8-20); (4) control modules, a structural bridge, and a tensioning mechanism that
allow the input device and computing device to “join[] together” (Fig. 35, col. 14, ln. 42 – col.
15, ln. 17); and (5) equivalents thereof.
Gamevice argues that the side rails, upper frame, and screws perform the identical
function as the claimed “first means,” which is to couple the structural bridge to at least one of
the first and the second electronic game control modules. See Compl. Br. at 68-69 (citing
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 667-69). However, as ruled above, the side rails, upper
frame, and screws are all portions of the “computing device” itself, and thus cannot satisfy the
limitation.
If, however, the side rails, screws, and upper frame are considered separate and apart
from the “computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown that
side rails, the upper frame, and the screws satisfy the claimed “first means” limitation. See id. at
Q/A 669. The side rails, upper frame, and screws perform the function as the claimed “first
means,” which is to couple the structural bridge to at least one of the first and the second
electronic game control modules. See id. at Q/A 667-69. Further, the side rails, the upper frame,
and the screws perform this function in substantially the same way as the claimed “first means.”
See id.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
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3.

said computing device provides a central processing unit and
plurality of sides,

The Nintendo Switch satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 680. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch includes this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 46-99.
4.

each of the plurality of sides cooperating with the electronic
display screen of said computing device;

The Nintendo Switch satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 680-85. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch includes this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 46-99.
5.

a second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device,

Gamevice argues, in part:
Under Gamevice’s proposed construction of the “first means” limitation for
independent claim 16, this limitation is literally met because the relevant structures
in the Nintendo Switch perform the identical function recited in the claim and are
identical or equivalent to structure (1) identified in Gamevice’s construction. See
CX-0001C at Q/A 688-696. Specifically, in the Nintendo Switch, the Joy-Cons
perform the identical function as the claimed “second means,” which is to control
a movement of virtual objects in a game on the LCD screen of the Nintendo Switch
console. To that end, the Joy-Cons provide instructional input devices, such as
switches, triggers, buttons, and joysticks, which communicate with the computing
device. The Joy-Cons achieve substantially the same result as the claimed “second
means.” For example, the communication between the instructional input devices
and the computing device govern the movement and actions of a playable body or
object or otherwise influence events in a video game. See CX-0001C at Q/A 690692; CDX-0001C at 115-117.
Contrary to Nintendo’s position, Gamevice’s proposed construction and
analysis does not exclude the Joy-Cons working with computing device to perform
the function of controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on the LCD
screen of the Nintendo Switch console. See CX-0001C at Q/A 693-694. Indeed,
the Joy-Cons send input signals to the computing device in the Switch console for
displaying images. See id. at Q/A 695-696. That there are software and firmware
installed on the Nintendo Switch console to facilitate the communication between
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the Joy-Cons and the computing device in the Switch console is immaterial to the
infringement analysis. See id. at Q/A 696. Moreover, nothing in the ’393 patent
or Gamevice’s proposed construction requires control modules to be capable of
transmitting more than low-level input signals. See id. The transmission of any
signals from the Joy-Cons to the computing device, whether low-level or highlevel, for controlling images displayed on the Nintendo Switch satisfies the claim
limitation at issue. See id. Moreover, as explained in detail in connection with
limitation [1d], these input signals transmit data from the Joy-Cons to the
computing device for controlling images.
Compl. Br. at 71-72.
Nintendo argues, in part:
Claim 16, from which claims 17 and 18 depend, requires “a second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display
screen of said computing de-vice.” This limitation is indefinite, rendering claim 16
and all of its dependent claims, invalid. Section 10.5. If, however, Gamevice’s
proposed construction is accepted, this limitation is still not met by the Nintendo
Switch. Gamevice proposes that the Joy-Con are equivalent to Gamevice’s
proposed structures: “a control module … (120, 252, 278, 356, 402 and 404, 408
and 410, 502 and 504, 543, 544, or 546); or (2) a keyboard module … (164 and
166, 226 and228, or 280)….” CX-1C, Q689–90; JX-14.6–7. But the Joy-Con only
provide input to the Nintendo Switch console. RX-1824C, Q719–22. It is, instead,
the console and whatever software is running on it (i.e., whatever game is being
played), that keeps track of the virtual environment and determines what changes,
if any, are necessary to be made to the displayed image. Id., Q722. Therefore, the
Joy-Con do not perform the recited function of “controlling a movement of a virtual
object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”—the
console does. Id., Q719–20; see also Tr. 264:11–15 (Dr. Singhose agreeing that
without software and firmware executing on the microprocessor, objects on the
display screen of the computing device could not be controlled). As such, the
Nintendo Switch has no “second means” under Gamevice’s proposed construction
and cannot infringe claim 16 or dependent claims 17 or 18.
Claim 16 also requires that the “computing device” include a “plurality of
sides, each of the plurality of sides cooperating with the electronic display screen
of said computing device.” Gamevice failed to prove that the Nintendo Switch
meets this requirement. RX-1824C, Q693–715. As shown right, the inside edges
of the upper housing (the purported “plurality of sides” of the purported “computing
device”) do not cooperate with the LCD. RX-1824C, Q714.
Resps. Br. at 84-85.
The Staff argues, in part:
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As discussed above in Section III.A.7, the parties agree that the term
“second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said
electronic display screen of said computing device” is a means-plus-function
limitation subject to 35 U.S.C. § 112(f). Here, it is clear from the specification of
the ’393 patent that the function of “controlling a movement of a virtual object on
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is a
computer-implemented function. See RX-0060C (Stern WS) at Q/A 200-286.
And, thus, because the ’393 patent fails to disclose any algorithm to perform the
claimed function, claim 16 and dependent claims 17-22 are indefinite. See Resps.
P.H. Br. at 50-56; RX-0060C (Stern WS) at Q/A 281, 284.
Staff Br. at 62.
As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the Joy-Cons control a movement of virtual objects in a game on the
LCD screen of the Nintendo Switch console. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 690-92.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
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6.

said virtual object provided by an electronic game, said
electronic game interacting with said central processing unit,

The Nintendo Switch satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 701-02. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch includes this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 46-99.
7.

wherein said second means is accommodated by said input
device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the “second means” in the Nintendo Switch is accommodated by the
Joy-Cons, which are the input devices. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 701.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*
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It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not satisfy all
limitations of claim 16 of the ’393 patent.
J.

Claim 17

The Nintendo Switch is accused of infringing dependent claim 17 of the ’393 patent.
1.

The apparatus of claim 16, in which the computing device
having a length greater than its width, and wherein the first
means for attaching the input device to a computing device
comprising:

As discussed above, the accused Nintendo Switch does not satisfy all limitations of
independent claim 16. The Nintendo Switch includes a computing device, where the computing
device has a length greater than its width. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 704-11.
Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch satisfies this portion of the limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 46-99.
2.

a pair of confinement structures,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “confinement
structures” is construed to mean “components that hold a computing device.”
Under the adopted construction, the Nintendo Switch’s rails do not satisfy the limitation
because the rails are part of the computing device, and therefore cannot hold the computing
device.
Gamevice argues that the side rails hold the computing device by being in pressing
contact through screws with the Switch console’s back cover, thus exerting a compressive force
on the “computing device.” See Compl. Br. at 73, 43. However, the specification describes
confinement structures that apply “sufficient compressive load … on the computing device 302
to securely hold the computing device between the pair of confinement structures.” JX-0001
(’393 patent) at col. 10, lns. 14-20. The specification does not describe a situation where the
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“confinement structures” hold the computing device by being in pressing contact through screws.
When a collection of components are securely screwed together to form a device, it is
nonsensical to describe the attached outer components as “hold[ing]” the inner components. See
RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 376. The rails are attached to, and inset into, the console, and
whereas the confinement structures described in the specification hold the computing device
between them, the rails are simply part of the computing device itself. See id. at Q/A 376-77.
As Dr. Stern testified, the rails are like bumpers of a car as they are structurally integral to the
frame of a car. Stern Tr. 526-527. Even though a car may be lifted by its bumpers, one of
ordinary skill in the art would not consider the bumpers to hold the rest of the car any more than
the attached side mirrors do. Id.; RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 377.
If, however, the rails are considered “confinement structures,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that the rails of the Nintendo Switch
console are “components that hold a computing device.” As Dr. Singhose testified, the rails of
the Nintendo Switch hold the computing device by being in pressing contact through screws with
the Switch console’s back cover. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 360-71, 712.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
3.

the pair of confinement structures interacting with the
computing device and adjacent at least two opposing sides of
the computing device, the at least two opposing sides adjacent
the electronic display screen and define end points of the length
of the computing device,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “confinement
structures” is construed to mean “components that hold a computing device.” The parties have
agreed that the term “adjacent” means “nearby but not necessarily next to.” JX-0014.
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Under the adopted construction, the Nintendo Switch’s rails do not satisfy the limitation
because the rails are part of the computing device, and therefore are not “adjacent at least two
opposing sides of the computing device, the at least two opposing sides adjacent the electronic
display screen and define end points of the length of the computing device,” because the rails are
portions of the computing device itself.
If, however, the rails are considered “confinement structures,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that the rails of the Nintendo Switch
console are adjacent at least two opposing sides of the computing device, the at least two
opposing sides adjacent the electronic display screen and define end points of the length of the
computing device. As Dr. Singhose testified, the Nintendo Switch console’s rails are adjacent
two opposing sides of the alleged computing device. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A
410.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
4.

the pair of confinement structures adapt to and are in pressing
contact with said end points of the length of the computing
device,

The administrative law judge finds that the Nintendo Switch does not include this feature
of claim 17. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 763.
Gamevice argues, in part:
In the Nintendo Switch, the side rails are in pressing contact against the
back cover of the Switch console via screws. See CX-0001C at Q/A 723-724; CX0135C at 28. For example, as shown in CDX-0001C at 120, the side rails are
attached to the side tabs of the back cover of the Switch console through screws.
This shows that the side rails adapt to and are in pressing contact with the end points
of the length of the computing device. The side rails sit on the flanges of the back
cover of the Switch console, which are part of the end points of the length of the
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computing device.. See CX-0001C at Q/A 723. Contrary to Nintendo’s position,
the claim term “adapt” does not require changeability and is not related to the “the
structural bridge configured for adaptation to a computing device” limitation
recited in claim 8. See id. at Q/A 725. Moreover, as discussed with respect to claim
limitation [16a], the side rails adapt to the back cover of the Switch console because
screws go through the threaded holes in the side tabs of the back cover, so as to
change the compressive load exerted on it. See id. This compressive load creates
a pressing contact between the side rails and the back cover of the Switch console.
See id. at Q/A 725-726.
Compl. Br. at 74.
Nintendo argues, in part:
Claim 17 includes an additional requirement for the “confinement
structures”—they must “adapt to and [be] in pressing contact with” the “end points
of the length of the computing device.” But the rails do not “adapt.” As with
“configured for adaptation,” “adapt” requires change/adjustment. RX-1824C,
Q763; see Section 9.6. But the rails and the components they attach to are all of
fixed size and do not “adapt to” the purported computing device. Id., Q760–67.
Nor are the rails in “pressing contact” with the purported “computing device.”
“Pressing contact” requires a compressive load along the length of the computing
device. Id., Q765. As discussed above regarding “confinement structures,” there
is no “compressive load” across the purported computing device provided by the
rails. Id., Q766.
Resps. Br. at 84.
The Staff argues, in part:
Claim 17 recites that “the pair of confinement structures adapt to and are
in pressing contact with said end points of the length of the computing device.” JX0001 (’393 patent) at cl. 17. Gamevice contends that this limitation is met because
“the side rails are in pressing contact against the back cover of the Switch console
via screws. This shows that the side rails adapt to and are in pressing contact with
the end points of the length of the computing device.” Compl. P.H. Br. at 69-70.
Conversely, Nintendo contends that the alleged “confinement structures” do not
adapt. Resps. P.H. Br. at 87. The Staff agrees with Nintendo. Gamevice fails to
afford meaning to the term “adapt.” Id. The alleged “confinement structures” are
configured for the Nintendo Switch Console device and thus fixed. They do not
“adapt.” See id.
Accordingly, the accused Nintendo products do not satisfy this limitation of
claim 17 of the ’393 patent.
Staff Br. at 64.
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The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “confinement
structures” is construed to mean “components that hold a computing device.”
As discussed above, one skilled in the art would not understand Gamevice’s selected
components of the Nintendo Switch device to constitute a device. See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at
col. 4, lns. 43-45. The Nintendo Switch console’s rails do not satisfy the limitation because the
rails are part of the computing device, and therefore are not “[a] pair of confinement structures
[that] adapt to and are in pressing contact with said end points of the length of the computing
device,” because the rails are portions of the computing device itself.
If, however, the rails are considered “confinement structures,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that the rails of the Nintendo Switch do
not “adapt.” As with the limitation “configured for adaptation,” “adapt” requires
change/adjustment. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 763. The alleged “confinement
structures” are fixed rails that do not “adapt.”
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
5.

each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a
communication link, each of the communication links
configured for electronic communication with the central
processing unit;

As an initial matter, the construction of “confinement structures” was discussed above.
The claim term “confinement structures” is construed to mean “components that hold a
computing device.”
No party requested a construction of “electronic communication.” See JX-0014.
However, the claims distinguish between the recited terms “electronic communication” and
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“electrical communication.” See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at claim 17. Inasmuch as claim 17 uses
two different terms, they are presumed to have different meanings. Helmsderfer v. Bobrick
Washroom Equipment, Inc., 527 F.3d 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“Our precedent instructs that
different claim terms are presumed to have different meanings.”) (citing Applied Med. Res. Corp.
v. U.S. Surgical Corp., 448 F.3d 1324, 1333 n. 3 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (“[T]he use of two terms in a
claim requires that they connote different meanings....”); CAE Screenplates Inc. v. Heinrich
Fiedler GmbH, 224 F.3d 1308, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“In the absence of evidence to the
contrary, we must presume that the use of these different terms in the claims connotes different
meanings.”).
The administrative law judge finds that there is a difference between electrical
communication and electronic communication. As Dr. Stern testified, electronic communication
requires components that exchange information, not just electrons. Id. at Q/A 525. A network
card in a computer may be said to be in electronic communication with the server with which it
is communicating because each end of that communication “understands” and can act on the
information being transmitted and received. Id. To one of ordinary skill in the art, the cables
carrying those communications, such as an ethernet cable running from the wall to the computer
for example, are only in electrical communication, not electronic communication. See id.
Gamevice fails to draw any meaningful distinction between “electronic communication”
and “electrical communication.” See Compl. Br. at 45; CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A
413-22. Dr. Singhose appears to equate electrical and electronic communication. See id. To
show “electrical communication,” Dr. Singhose testified that “the upper frame supports and
promotes electrical communication through the flexible printed circuits and the PCB. This
electrical communication is achieved through the flexible printed circuits connecting the pin
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connectors on the PCB.” CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 443. To show “electronic
communication,” he identified “[t]he flexible printed circuits, which [he] referred to as the
communication links connect to the PCB, to enable electronic communication with the
computing device.” Id. at Q/A 415. Gamevice thus relies upon the same flexible printed circuits
for both “electronic communication” and “electrical communication” without any meaningful
basis to overcome the presumption that these terms connote different meanings.
Under the adopted construction, the Nintendo Switch console’s rails do not satisfy the
limitation because the rails are part of the computing device, and therefore are not “confinement
structures,” because the rails are portions of the computing device itself.
If, however, the rails are considered “confinement structures,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has not shown that the
rails of the Nintendo Switch comprise a communication link, each of the communication links
configured for electronic communication with the computing device. The administrative law
judge finds that a person of skill in the art would recognize a difference between electrical
communication and electronic communications. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 521-30.
Gamevice relies on conclusions from Dr. Singhose that the signals are electronic communication.
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 415-17, 419-22. As Dr. Stern testified, however, [

]See RX-1824C (Stern
RWS) at Q/A 774-77.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
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6.

a rigid structural bridge disposed between and secured to the
pair of confinement structures,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
Gamevice argues that this limitation is satisfied by the Nintendo Switch’s upper frame,
which is disposed between and secured to the Nintendo Switch’s side rails using screws. See
Compl. Br. at 46-47. However, the specification only discloses the structural bridge as separate
from the computing device. For example, figures 1–4, 8–10, 12–16, 25, 29, 30, 32–34, 36, and
39, show the computing device and a separate input device or game controller with a structural
bridge (starting at Fig. 13). Similarly, figures 5, 11, 17–24, 26–28, 31, 35, 37–38, and 43–44,
show only the input device or game controller (or components of it) and no computing device at
all. As Dr. Singhose testified, each of these figures show the structural bridge as part of an input
device and not as an integrated component of the computing device. Singhose Tr. 252-257.
Given that the claims separately recite the “computing device” and “structural bridge”
and that the specification exclusively describes a structural bridge as separate from, and external
to, the computing device, the administrative law judge finds that this limitation is not satisfied by
the same structure as the computing device itself, of which the upper frame is a core, functional
element. See Stern Tr. 640-643; Singhose Tr. 246; RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 207-14, 278,
294. The administrative law judge thus finds the upper frame is not a separate structure from the
console.
If, however, the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has not shown that the
Nintendo Switch comprises a physical apparatus that connects other components. One of
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ordinary skill in the art would understand that “a physical apparatus that connects other
components” in view of the specification could only include a component that is part of the input
device and is not part of or integrated with the computing device. Singhose Tr. 252-257;
RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 298-316. Unlike all the structural bridges shown in the
specification, the upper frame is part of the Nintendo Switch itself. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS)
at Q/A 317-19. Accordingly, the upper frame assembly is not a “structural bridge.”
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
7.

the rigid structural bridge includes at least a passageway
between the pair of confinement structures,

The construction of these claim terms was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components,” and the
claim term “passageway” is construed to mean “a space that accommodates a communication
wire.”
As discussed above, one skilled in the art would not understand Gamevice’s selected
components of the Nintendo Switch console to constitute a device. See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at
col. 4, lns. 43-45. As with Gamevice’s argument regarding the alleged “confinement structures,”
Gamevice again claims that an internal component of the console, here the upper frame, is the
“structural bridge.” As Dr. Stern testified, however, “[W]hen the Nintendo Switch, in its fully
functional form with all of its parts intact, is considered the ‘computing device,’ there is no other
element that can satisfy the structural bridge limitation.” RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 293.
The component identified by Gamevice and Dr. Singhose as the “structural bridge” is an integral
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part of the Nintendo Switch console, and as part of the “computing device” it cannot also satisfy
the “structural bridge” limitation. See id.
If, however, the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has not shown that the
upper frame of the Nintendo Switch comprises a passageway between the pair of confinement
structures. Gamevice argues that the portion of the upper frame identified above as the
passageway accommodates a flexible printed circuit, [
. ] See Compl. Br. at 47-48. However, as Dr. Stern testified, the flexible printed circuits
(“FPC”) exhibited a circuitous route, and “the purported ‘structural bridge’ includes items that
interfere with the FPC,” as opposed to accommodating it. RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A
471-72, 482-83.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
8.

the passageway promotes electrical communication between
the communication link of a first confinement structure of the
pair of confinement structures and the computing device, the
passageway further promotes electrical communication
between the communication link of a second confinement
structure of the pair of confinement structures and the
computing device;

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “passageway”
is construed to mean “a space that accommodates a communication wire.”
Gamevice argues that the upper frame has a tray-like structure disposed between the side
rails, and the PCBs are located in that space and the flexible printed circuits from the side rails
connect to pin connectors on the PCB, such that the corresponding portion of the upper frame
supports and promotes electrical communication between the flexible printed circuits and the
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PCB. See Compl. Br. at 47-48. However, as there is no passageway in the upper frame, there is
nothing that can promote electrical communication. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 505-08.
Indeed, the negative space that Gamevice identifies as a passageway acts as an insulator,
preventing electrical communication. See id. at Q/A 508-09.
As Dr. Stern testified, “Even if Dr. Singhose identified an area that was considered a
‘passageway’—and he has not and cannot—there is nothing about that area that ‘promotes
electrical communication’ as required by claims 1 and 17.” RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 504.
One of ordinary skill in the art would not understand that the negative space Dr. Singhose
identifies as the “passageway” promotes electrical communication between the rails and the
computing device because the identified “passageway” does not enhance or otherwise promote
electrical communication. See id. at Q/A 508.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
9.

wherein the input device is a pair of control modules,

The Nintendo Switch includes a pair of electronic game control modules. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 462-65. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch includes
this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
10.

each control module of the pair of control modules
mechanically interacting with a corresponding confinement
structure of the pair of confinement structures,

The Nintendo Switch satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 466-75. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch includes this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 46-99.
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11.

wherein each control module is a separate and distinct
structure from the pair of confinement structures, forming no
structural portion of the pair of confinement structures,

The Nintendo Switch includes a pair of electronic game control modules, where each
electronic game control module is a separate and distinct structure from each of their
corresponding confinement structures, forming no structural portion of their corresponding
confinement structures. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 480-82. Nintendo does not
contest that the Nintendo Switch includes this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 46-99.
12.

in which each of the pair of confinement structures are
separate and distinct structures from the structural bridge,
forming no structural portion of the structural bridge.

The construction of these claim terms was discussed above. The claim term
“confinement structures” is construed to mean “components that hold a computing device,” and
the claim term “structural bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other
components.”
Regarding “separate and distinct” structures, the specification recites: “Preferably, the
input module apertures 224, are adjacent each of the at least two opposing sides of the plurality
of sides 304, of the computing device 302, and wherein the input device 356, or such as 120 of
Fig. 11, or 256 of Fig. 13, is a separate and distinct structure from the communication port 310,
forming no structural portion of the communication port.” JX-0001 (’393 patent) at col. 9, lns.
47-53. In this context the specification is describing modules, such as joysticks, keyboards, etc.,
that, in one embodiment, may be removable. See id. at col. 5, lns. 6-12, col. 9, lns. 47-53, Fig.
11; RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 441-42.
Under the adopted constructions, the Nintendo Switch console’s rails do not satisfy the
limitation because the rails are part of the computing device, and the Nintendo Switch’s upper
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frame is also part of the computing device. Therefore, the Nintendo Switch comprises neither a
pair of confinement structures nor a structural bridge, separate and apart from the computing
device.
If, however, the rails are considered “confinement structures,” separate from the
“computing device,” and the upper frame is considered the “structural bridge,” separate from the
“computing device,” the administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has not shown that each
of the pair of confinement structures are separate and distinct structures from the structural
bridge, forming no structural portion of the structural bridge. In contrast to the structures
described in the ’393 patent as “separate and distinct,” the rails are a permanent part of the
Nintendo Switch console and a permanent part of the upper frame assembly to which they are
attached. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 442, 451. Once attached, they are not intended to
be removed during normal use of the Nintendo Switch, as one of ordinary skill would understand
is required for “separate and distinct” components in the context of the ’393 patent. Id. Indeed,
the rails are directly attached to the upper frame assembly, and once assembled they are no
longer “separate and distinct” from, and they form a “structural portion of,” the upper frame
assembly. Id. at Q/A 447-48. The rails are attached to the upper frame assembly by a series of
screws, each tightened to a precise level of torque. Id. at Q/A 405; RX-0994C at 28, 40. One of
ordinary skill in the art would understand that when one component is fixedly attached to another
component, as the rails are to the upper frame assembly, the structural properties of both
components are affected. RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 448. The rails, when attached to the
upper frame assembly, form a structural portion of the upper frame assembly. Id.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
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It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not infringe asserted
dependent claim 17 of the ’393 patent.
K.

Claim 18

The Nintendo Switch is accused of infringing dependent claim 18 of the ’393 patent.
1.

The apparatus of claim 17, in which the second means for
controlling movement of the virtual object displayed on said
electronic display comprising:

As discussed above, the accused Nintendo Switch does not satisfy all limitations of
dependent claim 17, or all limitations of independent claim 16, upon which claim 17 depends.
As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the second means refers to a pair of control modules providing a
plurality of instructional input devices (e.g., joysticks, keys, button, triggers, switches), where
each of the pair of control modules is in electronic communication with the communication link
of its corresponding confinement structure and is configured for electronic communication with
the central processing unit, where the instructional input devices in conjunction with the central
processing unit control movement of the virtual object displayed on the electronic display screen,
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then Gamevice has not shown that each Joy-Con in the pair of Joy-Cons is in electronic
communication with the communication link of its corresponding side rails. See RX-1824C
(Stern RWS) at Q/A 528. As explained further below, Gamevice has not shown that each of the
pair of control modules is in electronic communication with the communication link of its
corresponding confinement structure.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Nintendo Switch does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
2.

each control module of the pair of control modules is in
electronic communication with the communication link of its
corresponding confinement structure,

As an initial matter, no party requested a construction of “electronic communication.”
See JX-0014. However, the claims distinguish between the recited terms “electronic
communication” and “electrical communication.” See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at claims 17 and
18. Inasmuch as claim 18 uses the term “electronic communication”, as opposed to the term
“electrical communication” recited in claim 17, upon which claim 18 depends, the two terms are
presumed to have different meanings. Helmsderfer v. Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc., 527
F.3d 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“Our precedent instructs that different claim terms are presumed to
have different meanings.”) (citing Applied Med. Res. Corp. v. U.S. Surgical Corp., 448 F.3d
1324, 1333 n. 3 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (“[T]he use of two terms in a claim requires that they connote
different meanings....”); CAE Screenplates Inc. v. Heinrich Fiedler GmbH, 224 F.3d 1308, 1317
(Fed. Cir. 2000) (“In the absence of evidence to the contrary, we must presume that the use of
these different terms in the claims connotes different meanings.”).
Gamevice fails to draw any meaningful distinction between “electronic communication"
and “electrical communication.” See Compl. Br. at 45; CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A
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413-22. Dr. Singhose appears to equate electrical and electronic communication. See id. To
show “electrical communication,” Dr. Singhose testified that “the upper frame supports and
promotes electrical communication through the flexible printed circuits and the PCB. This
electrical communication is achieved through the flexible printed circuits connecting the pin
connectors on the PCB.” CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 443. To show “electronic
communication,” he identified “[t]he flexible printed circuits, which [he] referred to as the
communication links connect to the PCB, to enable electronic communication with the
computing device.” Id. at Q/A 415. Gamevice thus relies upon the same flexible printed circuits
for both “electronic communication” and “electrical communication” without any meaningful
basis to overcome the presumption that these terms connote different meanings.
Nintendo contends that a person of skill in the art would recognize a difference between
electrical communication and electronic communications. Resps. Br. at 81; RX-1824C (Stern
RWS) at Q/A 521-30. According to Dr. Stern, Gamevice has not shown that the Joy-Con
Controllers are in “electronic communication” with the flexible printed circuits of the rails. Id. at
Q/A 530. As Dr. Stern testified, one of ordinary skill in the art understands that “‘electronic
communication’ uses electronic circuits to transmit, process and receive information.” Id. at Q/A
525. In contrast, electrical communication is “something more akin to what happens when you
plug a lamp into a wall socket.” Id.
Gamevice argues that the Nintendo Switch’s “side rails have connectors that engage with
the connectors on the Joy-Cons to send signals containing electronic information (e.g., bits or
bytes of digital information) through the flexible printed circuits [
. ] Compl. Br. at 50. However, while the
Joy-Cons are in electronic communication with the Nintendo Switch, RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at
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Q/A 528, Gamevice has not demonstrated that they are in electronic communication with
the FPCs attached to the rails.[

]Id.
Accordingly, the accused Nintendo products do not satisfy the “electronic
communication” limitation of claim 18.
3.

each of the pair of control modules provides a plurality of
instructional input devices,

The Nintendo Switch satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 746-47. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch includes this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 46-99.
4.

wherein said instructional input devices are adjacent each of
the at least two opposing sides of the computing device, and
wherein the instructional input devices in conjunction with the
central processing unit control movement of the virtual object
displayed on the electronic display screen.

The Nintendo Switch satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 748-49. Nintendo does not contest that the Nintendo Switch includes this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 46-99.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the accused Nintendo Switch does not infringe asserted
dependent claim 18 of the ’393 patent.
L.

Indirect Infringement

Gamevice argues, in part:
The evidence showed that Nintendo has indirectly infringed and continues
to indirectly infringe the asserted claims by inducing others to infringe. 35 U.S.C.
§ 271(b); DSU Med. Corp. v. JMS Co., Ltd., 471 F.3d 1293, 1306 (Fed. Cir. 2006)
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(en banc); Ricoh Co., Ltd. v. Quanta Computer Inc., 550 F.3d 1325, 1341 (Fed. Cir.
2008) (quoting Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 545 U.S. 913,
935 (2005)). At a minimum, Nintendo promotes, offers to sell, and sells the
accused products with explicit instructions to assemble them in the infringing
combinations explained above. [
] with explicit
instructions to assemble the accused products in either (i) handheld mode with
the Joy-Con controllers attached to the console, or (ii) TV or tabletop mode with
the Joy-Con controllers attached to the Joy-Con Grip or Joy-Con charging Grip,
combinations that are covered by the asserted claims, as explained above.
CX-0001C, Singhose WS Q/A 751-755. Nintendo’s internal documents
demonstrate that it encourages and specifically intends for customers and endusers to directly infringe the asserted claims of the ’393 patent. CX-0001C at Q/A
756-761; CDX-0001C.126-128; see also CX-0120C [
]
As the evidence showed, Nintendo also operates brick-and-mortar stores in
the United States, such as the one in New York and the employees-only store
in Redmond, Washington. These stores carry the accused products and at least
invite, direct, instruct, and demonstrate to customers and end-users how to use the
accused products in an infringing manner. CX-0001C at Q/A 762. Nintendo also
provides repair and testing services for the accused products through “retail
representatives,” and invites people to Nintendo-sponsored events where the
accused products are used in an infringing manner. CX-0001C at Q/A 762-764,
767-768; see also CX-0122, CX-0123, CX-0124, CX-0125, CX-0126,
CX-0127, CX-0128 [(
).] Nintendo also
distributes instructional videos on how to use the accused products in an
infringing manner. CX-0001C at Q/A 765-766; see also CPX-0018C,
CPX-0019C. Nintendo intends and instructs its customers to combine the
Joy-Cons with the Switch console or the Joy-Con Grip or the Charging Grip in
an infringing manner. Thorng Tr. 414:1-415:22.
The evidence showed that Nintendo was actually and constructively on
notice of Gamevice’s rights in the ’393 patent and the basis for Nintendo’s
infringement of the asserted claims. Nintendo’s counsel sent a letter to Gamevice’s
counsel indicating that Nintendo had knowledge of the ’393 patent at least as early
as November 5, 2019. Alternatively, Nintendo was aware of its infringement of the
’393 patent and the basis thereof through at least the filing and service of
the complaint in this investigation on March 27, 2020. CX-0001C at Q/A 769. It
was also constructively aware of the ’393 patent through Gamevice’s virtual
patent marking posted on its website. CX-0001C at Q/A 770-771; see
CX-0181 (Gamevice Virtual Patent Marking). Moreover, Nintendo cited to
patents in the same family as the ’393 patent during prosecution of Nintendo’s
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0001C at Q/A 772. Moreover, Nintendo was aware of the ’393 patent through its
lawsuit against Gamevice in the Central District of California filed on August 9,
2017 concerning the ’119 patent, which is a priority patent for the ’393 patent. CX0001C at Q/A 772. Despite its knowledge of the ’393 patent and Gamevice’s
infringement claims, Nintendo continues to promote, offer to sell, and sell the
accused products, willfully blinding itself to the asserted claims of the ’393 patent
and the infringing nature of the accused products. CX-0001C at Q/A 773.
The evidence also showed that Nintendo contributes to the infringement of
the ’393 patent because it supplies a material component of the accused products,
knowing that they are especially made or adapted for use in the infringement. CX0001C at Q/A 774; 35 U.S.C. § 271(c); see also Cross Med. Prods., Inc. v.
Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., 424 F.3d 1293, 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2005). The
accused products, namely the Switch console, the Joy-Con controllers, and the JoyCon Grips (regular and charging), are especially made to be combined with each
other to form one of the infringing combinations described above. CX-0001C at
Q/A 775-776. They are not staple articles of commodities of commerce having
substantial non-infringing use because they cannot be used for any purpose other
than for creating infringing combinations. CX-0001C at Q/A 778. Any one of
these components that might be separately sold is not suitable for substantial noninfringing use and they embody a material part of the inventions of the ’393 patent.
For example, the Joy-Cons must be attached to the Switch console or the Charging
Grip to recharge. See id. Nintendo is aware that the accused products are especially
made or especially adapted for use in infringement, and has at least willfully
blinded itself to the infringing nature of the accused products. CX-0001C at Q/A
777.
Nintendo argues that the documents cited by Gamevice cannot show
indirect infringement because they predate the issuance of the ’393 patent, but this
argument lacks merit because Nintendo continues to carry on the same activities
even after becoming aware of the asserted patent. CX-0001C at Q/A 779. Nintendo
fails to provide any evidence to the contrary. Furthermore, Nintendo’s substantial
non-infringing use arguments lack merit because the Joy-Cons must be periodically
attached to the Switch console or the Charging Grip (forming infringing
combinations) to recharge and continue to use them. Also, the use of a Switch
console with a Black Wireless Pro Controller does not constitute a “substantial”
non-infringing use because it is sold separately, and a user is less likely to purchase
another controller at an additional cost when the accused products can be used to
play games with the components that are already included in the as-imported, assold box. CX-0001C at Q/A 780; Thorng Tr. 417:15-418:21. Nintendo fails to
provide any evidence to the contrary.
Compl. Br. at 75-78.
Nintendo argues, in part:
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The two forms of indirect infringement at issue in this investigation are
induced infringement (§ 271(b)) and contributory infringement (§ 271(c)).
To establish liability for induced infringement, “the patentee must show,
first that there has been direct infringement, and second that the alleged infringer
knowingly induced infringement and possessed specific intent to encourage
another’s infringement.” MEMC Elec. Materials, Inc. v. Mitsubishi Materials
Silicon Corp., 420 F.3d 1369, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (internal quotation marks
omitted). Because “[l]iability for inducement can only attach if the defendant knew
of the patent and knew as well that the induced acts constitute patent infringement,”
a reasonable belief of non-infringement defeats such a claim. Omega Patents, LLC
v. CalAmp Corp., 920 F.3d 1337, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (internal quotation marks
omitted). “To establish liability for contributory infringement, a patent owner must
show [] that there are no substantial noninfringing uses for the accused product. A
noninfringing use is substantial when it is not unusual, far-fetched, illusory,
impractical, occasional, aberrant, or experimental.” Grunenthal GmbH v. Alkem
Labs. Ltd., 919 F.3d 1333, 1340 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (citation and quotation marks
omitted). “[C]ontributory infringement requires knowledge of the patent in suit
and knowledge of patent infringement.” Commil USA, LLC v. Cisco Sys., Inc., 135
S. Ct. 1920, 1926 (2015).
Independent claims 1, 8, and 12 require a “combination.” JX-1, claims 1,
8, 12. For claims 1 and 8, Gamevice asserts this limitation is met by a “combination”
of the Joy-Con and the Nintendo Switch console. For claim 12, Gamevice asserts
this limitation is met by a “combination” of the Joy-Con and either the Joy-Con
Grip or Joy-Con Charging Grip. The evidence showed, however, that each of the
Joy-Con, the Switch Console, and the Joy-Con Grip are separately packaged and
not in any way attached, connected, or otherwise placed in contact with each other
when imported into the United States. RX-1824C, Q783–85. Further, the Joy-Con
Charging Grip is a separate accessory that is not included with the Nintendo Switch
system and is sold without Joy-Con. RX-61C, Q69–79. As such, Gamevice failed
to prove direct infringement of claims 1, 8, and 12 (and their dependent claims)
because as imported and sold, the Switch Console and Joy-Con are not a
“combination.”
Nor did Gamevice show indirect infringement, which requires showing
underlying direct infringement. RX-1824C, Q786–91. Gamevice did not provide
any evidence that any particular individual has made, or even must make, the
accused combination of the Joy-Con and the Nintendo Switch console, Joy-Con
Grip, or Joy-Con Charging Grip. RX-1824C, Q788. Indeed, there are many
substantial (i.e., non-illusory) non-infringing ways to play on the Nintendo Switch
without ever attaching the Joy-Con to either the Nintendo Switch console or the
Joy-Con Grip or Joy-Con Charging Grip. Id. A user may use the Nintendo Switch
in either tabletop or TV mode, where the Joy-Con are not attached to the Switch
console. Id., Q789. Thus, players in at least two of the three modes need never
attach the Joy-Con to the Nintendo Switch or the Joy-Con Grip or Joy-Con
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Charging Grip to make the allegedly infringing combination. Id. In fact, a JoyCon Strap is provided with the Nintendo Switch, which is exclusively used when
the Joy-Con is not attached to the Switch console. Id.; RX-61C, Q74–76. When a
Joy-Con Strap is attached to a Joy-Con, the Joy-Con cannot also be attached to the
Nintendo Switch, a Joy-Con Grip, or a Joy-Con Charging Grip. RX-1824C, Q789;
RX-61C, Q76. Indeed, the Joy-Con Grip sold with the console never needs to be
used at all, and even a Joy-Con Charging Grip would never need to be combined
with Joy-Con. Thus, Gamevice cannot and did not offer evidence of the required
combinations.
Finally, Gamevice cannot carry its burden to show the required intent. A
reasonable belief of non-infringement can defeat a claim for inducement, see
Omega Patents, 920 F.3d at 1349, and as explained above, Nintendo has numerous
(correct) bases to dispute infringement. Moreover, Gamevice has no evidence of
intent, only potential knowledge of the ’393 patent. “[M]ere knowledge of possible
infringement is not enough.” Enplas Display Device Corp. v. Seoul Semiconductor
Co., 909 F.3d 398, 407–408 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (“Thus, specific intent and action to
induce infringement must be proven.” (internal quotation marks omitted)); GlobalTech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 563 U.S. 754, 766 (2011) (“[W]e now hold that
induced infringement under § 271(b) requires knowledge that the induced acts
constitute patent infringement.”); Commil, 135 S. Ct. at 1926 (“[L]iability for
inducing infringement attaches only if the defendant knew of the patent and that the
induced acts constitute patent infringement.” (internal quotation marks omitted)).
Thus, Gamevice cannot establish inducement.
Resps. Br. at 97-99.
The Staff argues, in part:
Gamevice contends that Nintendo indirectly infringes the asserted claims of
the ’393 patent by: (i) inducing others to infringe the ’393 patent; and (ii)
contributing to the infringement supplying a material component of the accused
products, knowing that they are especially made or adapted for use in infringing the
’393 patent. Both induced and contributory infringement require evidence of direct
infringement by another. See Enplas Display Device Corp. v. Seoul Semiconductor
Co., Ltd., 909 F.3d 398, 407 (Fed. Cir. 2018), cert. denied, 140 S. Ct. 480, 205 L.
Ed. 2d 268 (2019) (“In order to succeed on a claim of inducement, the patentee
must show, first that there has been direct infringement …”); Fujitsu Ltd. v. Netgear
Inc., 620 F.3d 1321, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (“To establish contributory
infringement, the patent owner must show…that there is direct infringement….”).
For the reasons set forth above, Gamevice has failed to show direct infringement of
any claim. As such, Nintendo cannot infringe by inducement or contributorily
infringe. See Resps. P.H. Br. at 107-109.
Staff Br. at 67.
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Nintendo argues that Gamevice has not adduced evidence that Nintendo was aware of the
asserted patent prior to this investigation. However, with respect to “knowledge of the asserted
patent” requirement, the Commission has held that service of a section 337 complaint provides
knowledge of the asserted patent. See Certain Beverage Brewing Capsules, Components
Thereof, and Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-929, Comm’n Op., at 19 (Apr. 5,
2016) (EDIS Doc. ID No. 577827). Therefore, the complaint satisfies the “knowledge of the
patent requirement” for induced infringement.
Nintendo contends that Gamevice cannot show direct infringement because the accused
products are separately packaged, as imported, and thus do not satisfy the “combination”
limitation of claims 1, 8, and 12. See Resps. Br. at 97-99. However, Nintendo operates brickand-mortar stores in the United States that instruct and demonstrate to customers and end-users
how to use the accused products in an infringing manner. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 762. Nintendo also provides repair and testing services for the accused products through
“retail representatives,” and invites people to Nintendo-sponsored events where the accused
products are used in an infringing manner. See id. at Q/A 762-64, 767-68. Nintendo intends and
instructs its customers to combine the Joy-Cons with the Switch console or the Joy-Con Grip or
the Charging Grip in an infringing manner. Thorng Tr. 414-415. The administrative law judge
thus finds that Nintendo promotes, offers to sell, and sells the accused products with explicit
instructions to assemble them in the allegedly infringing combinations.
Nevertheless, as found above, there is no direct infringement because Gamevice has not
shown that Nintendo’s accused products satisfy all the limitations of the asserted claims of the
’393 patent. The administrative law judge therefore finds that Nintendo does not infringe by
inducement or contributory infringement.
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The administrative law judge further finds that the accused Nintendo products are not
capable of a substantial non-infringing use. As Dr. Singhose testified, the accused products are
not staples of commerce, and were especially adapted for use in the accused combinations. See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 775-78. Nonetheless, as discussed above, the accused
Nintendo products do not infringe any claim of the ’393 patent. Absent a showing of direct
infringement, there can be no contributory infringement. See Fujitsu Ltd. v. Netgear Inc., 620
F.3d 1321, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
VII.

Domestic Industry (Technical Prong)

Gamevice contends that: (i) its Gamevice for iPhone products satisfy all limitations of
dependent claims 21 and 22 of the ’393 patent, see Compl. Br. at 81; (ii) its Gamevice for
Android products satisfy all limitations of dependent claims 21 and 22 of the ’393 patent, see id.
at 88-89; (iii) its Gamevice for iPad products satisfy all limitations of claims 8 and 19-22 of the
’393 patent, see id. at 93; and (iv) its Kishi products satisfy all limitations of claims 8-11 and 1922 of the ’393 patent, see id. at 102-03.
A.

Representative Products

Nintendo argues, in part:
Gamevice claims that all of its products are DI products, but Dr. Singhose
only actually analyzed four, claiming they are “representative” of all others. CX1C, Q786, 909, 1016, 1180. Dr. Singhose relies on a discussion from Philip Hyun
as his only evidence that the four devices are representative of others. Id. Mr. Hyun
is not a designer of the DI products, is not a listed inventor of the ’393 patent, and
admitted that he does not know the legal aspects of whether a product constitutes a
DI product. Tr. 113:16–20; CX-3C, Q8. Mr. Hyun also testified that there are
differences between each product and did not specify how “minor.” Tr. 121:12–
14. Further, Mr. Hyun’s allegations are wholly unsupported. Mr. Hyun’s testimony
cites to various testing reports but does not explain how these testing reports support
his conclusory statements. See, e.g., CX-3C, Q23–24. They do not, as confirmed
by Dr. Stern. RX-1824C, Q807–9, 878–81, 915–17, 999–1000. In some cases, it
is clear the “representative” products are not, in fact, representative. RX-1824C,
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Q803–09, 875–81, 911–19.
Resps. Br. at 177.
Gamevice argues, in part:
The evidence showed that the Gamevice for iPhone products practice claims
21-22 of the ’393 patent. The DI analysis of the Gamevice for iPhone is based on
GV157A, as shown in the physical exhibit CPX-0002 and CDX-0001C, which is
representative of other Gamevice for iPhone products, such as GV157A, GV156,
GV157, GV157MUS, GV157SF, and GV157WD. CX-0003C, Hyun WS Q/A 2528.
.

.

.

The evidence showed that the Gamevice for Android practices claims 2122 of the ’393 patent. CX-0001C, Singhose WS Q/A 907-909. The domestic
industry analysis set forth below is based on GV189 (CPX-0005), which is
representative of other Gamevice for Android products, such as GV167, GV169,
and GV186. CX-0003C, Hyun WS at Q/A 29-32.
.

.

.

The evidence showed that the Gamevice for iPad practices claims 8, 19, 20,
21, and 22 of the ’393 patent. CX-0001C, Singhose WS Q/A 1014-1017; CDX0001C.190. The Gamevice for iPad includes products with model names GV140,
GV141, GV150, GV160, and GV161. CX-0003C, Hyun WS Q/A 21. The
domestic industry analysis set forth below is based on GV140 (CPX-0001), which
is representative of the other Gamevice for iPhone products, such as GV141,
GV150, GV160, and GV161. See id. at Q/A 21-24; CPX-0003, CPX-0004.
.

.

.

The evidence showed that the Kishi practices claims 8-11 and 19-22 of the
’393 patent. CX-0001C, Singhose WS Q/A 1178-79. The domestic industry
analysis for the Kishi is based on the pre-production model of GV195 (CPX-0006),
which is identical to GV195 currently sold on the market and representative of other
Kishi products (GV190, GV191, and GV196). CX-0003C, Hyun WS Q/A 33-35;
CX-0001C Q/A 1180-83.
Compl. Br. at 81, 88-89, 93, 102-03.
The Staff argues that the evidence shows that the analyzed products are representative.
See Staff Br. at 81-82.
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Gamevice’s expert, Dr. Singhose, selected certain representative products based
communications with Gamevice CEO, Mr. Hyun. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 786,
909, 1016, 1180. Dr. Singhose was informed by Mr. Hyun “that GV195 is identical to other
Kishi products, including for GV190 for Universal Android, GV191 for Xbox Android, and
GV196 for iOS and XCloud, in the material aspects relevant to my analysis.” Id. at Q/A 1180.
Nintendo argues that Gamevice has not shown that the analyzed products are representative of
other products. See Resps. Br. at 177. However, Mr. Hyun explained that each of the Gamevice
products from the same family “all use the same basic connection mechanism and arrangement
of components to physically operate with the mobile device.” CX-0003C (Hyun DWS) at Q/A
22. Hence, Gamevice has adduced evidence showing that any of the Gamevice for iPhone
products are representative of one another, any of the Gamevice for Android products are
representative of one another, any of the Gamevice for iPad products are representative of one
another, and any of the Kishi products are representative of one another. See id. The
administrative law judge thus finds that the analyzed products are representative.
B.

Gamevice for iPhone
1.

Claim 16

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPhone practices dependent claims 21 and 22,
which depend on independent claim 16 of the ’393 patent.
a.

An apparatus comprising:

The Gamevice for iPhone constitutes “an apparatus.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 787-89. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
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b.

a first means for attaching an input device to a
computing device,

The Gamevice for iPhone includes “a computing device.” See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 791-93. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this
portion of the limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
As ruled above, the term “first means for attaching an input device to a computing
device” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “attaching an input device to a
computing device.” Moreover, the corresponding structure is: (1) structure 128, which allows a
computer device to attach to input device 114 by nesting (Fig. 1, col. 4, lns. 46-52, col. 5, lns.
22-31, col. 6, lns. 51-57); (2) control modules that “secure” to a structural bridge using a
confinement boss, retention member, detent, and catch (Fig. 14-15, col. 8, lns. 38-49); (3)
confinement structures, a structural bridge, and an adjustable fastening mechanism that provides
“sufficient compressive load [] on the computing device [] to securely hold the computing device
between the pair of confinement structures” (Figs. 16-17, col. 9, lns. 39-53, col. 9, lns. 60-62,
col. 10, lns. 8-20); (4) control modules, a structural bridge, and a tensioning mechanism that
allow the input device and computing device to “join[] together” (Fig. 35, col. 14, ln. 42 – col.
15, ln. 17); and (5) equivalents thereof.
Gamevice argues that the Gamevice for iPhone comprises a pair of control modules, a
structural bridge, and a tensioning mechanism. See Compl. Br at 82-83 (citing CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 822-23). The administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown
that the Gamevice for iPhone practices the “first means” limitation according to structure (4).
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 810-13.
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Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation
under the adopted claim construction.
c.

said computing device provides a central processing
unit and plurality of sides,

The Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation. See id. at Q/A 822. Nintendo
does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

each of the plurality of sides cooperating with the
electronic display screen of said computing device;

The Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 822. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
e.

a second means for controlling a movement of a virtual
object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device,

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
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546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for iPhone comprises a pair of control modules that
perform the function of controlling the movement of a virtual object displayed on the electronic
display screen using instructional input devices, such as triggers, buttons, and joysticks. See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 826-30.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
f.

said virtual object provided by an electronic game, said
electronic game interacting with said central processing
unit,

The Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 839. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
g.

wherein said second means is accommodated by said
input device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
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displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for iPhone accommodates a pair of control modules and
their instructional input devices. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 841-42.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy all limitations of
claim 16 of the ’393 patent.
2.

Claim 21

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPhone practices dependent claim 21 of the ’393
patent. See Compl. Br. at 85-88.
a.

The apparatus of claim 16, in which the computing
device having a length greater than its width, and
wherein the first means for attaching the input device to
a computing device comprising:

As discussed above, the Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy all limitations of
independent claim 16. The Gamevice for iPhone includes a computing device, where the
computing device has a length greater than its width. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A
844-46.
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b.

the input device in electronic communication with the
central processing unit of the computing device,

The Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 847-49. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

the input device providing a pair of control modules a
first control module of a pair of control modules, and a
second control module of the pair of control modules,

The Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 847-49. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

at least one of the first and the second control modules
further comprising a fastening latch;

The Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy this claim limitation. See RX-1824C (Stern
RWS) at Q/A 845.
Gamevice argues, in part:
For issue (1), the evidence showed that the Gamevice for iPhone’s
electronic game control module has hooks on its bottom cover, which act as
fastening latches. CX-0001C at Q/A 850-56; CDX-0001C.143. Nintendo argues
that the term “fastening latch” should be limited to a soft draw latch shown in figure
24 of the ’393 patent, but cites to nothing in the intrinsic record that necessitates
this extremely narrow interpretation of the term. CX-0001C at Q/A 852. Also,
contrary to Nintendo’s argument that a fastening latch must contain at least two
components that interact with each other, the evidence showed that a POSITA
would understand the term to include a single component (e.g., a hook) that is
capable of interacting with another component, such as a retention member. See
id. at Q/A 853-55; CX-0078. Nintendo and the Staff also argue that a POSITA
would not view the “stationary hooks” on the control module as a “latch,” citing to
a dictionary defining the term as “any various closing devices on a door that fit into
a hook, notch, or cavity in the frame.” See SPreHB at 77. This definition, however,
proves that the hooks on the control modules satisfy the term “latch” because they
have a cavity at the end for a circular end of a spring to latch onto. See CDX0001C.147. Also, this fastening latch has sufficient written description support in
the ’393 patent because it corresponds to the adjustment structure 432 and the hooks
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on the bottom cover of the control module shown in Figure 26. CX-0001C at Q/A
856.
As the evidence showed, the Gamevice for iPhone comprises circular ends
of the springs, which correspond to the claimed retention member recited in
limitation “21e,” under Gamevice’s construction because they provide openings
that securely catch the fastening latches. See id. at Q/A 870-73; CDX-0001C.147.
Nintendo does not, and cannot, dispute that these circular ends of the springs
interact with the hooks (fastening latches), to restrain the structural bridge to the
first (left) control module, and the pair of control modules to the computing device.
CX-0001C at Q/A 874-80, 876; CDX-0001C.148-49. Also, Nintendo’s argument
that a retention member must be detachable lacks any support. CX-0001C at Q/A
877-80.
The evidence also showed that the Gamevice for iPhone practices this
limitation under OUII’s construction of “retention member,” structure (2) and
performs the identical function identified in Nintendo’s construction. CX-0001C
at Q/A 881-83, 891-92; CDX-0001C.150. The Gamevice for iPhone literally
comprises a boss 430 and an adjustment structure 432, and they interact with each
other to perform the identical function, i.e., restrain the electronic game modules to
the structural bridge and to the computing device, in the same way as shown in
figures 27 and 29 of the ’393 patent. CX-0001C at Q/A 882-90; CDX-0001C.135,
151-53; CPX-0008. The interaction of the boss and the adjustment structure in the
Gamevice for iPhone achieve substantially the same result as the “retention
member” of adaptively securing the control modules to the structural bridge. CX0001C at Q/A 886. As explained in section III. C. 8, the term “retention member”
is sufficiently definite. CX-0001C at Q/A 893-94.
Nintendo also argues that there is an “inconsistency” throughout
Gamevice’s DI analysis because identifying circular ends of the springs as the
“retention member” in claim 21 is inconsistent with identifying the entirety of the
spring as the “biasing structure” in claim 9. See RPreHB at 179-80. But claim 9 is
only mapped to the Kishi product, so Nintendo’s alleged inconsistency does not
apply to the other DI products. Moreover, as explained in the Kishi section below,
there is no inconsistency in Gamevice’s mapping. Nintendo also argues that “the
components Gamevice relies on are not disclosed in the ’393 patent,” but it is wellestablished in patent law that the specification need not “provide in haec verba
support for the claimed subject matter at issue.” Cordis Corp. v. Medtronic AVE,
Inc., 339 F.3d 1352, 1364-65 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (noting that “[a]n applicant is not
required to describe in the specification every conceivable and possible future
embodiment of his invention.”). Nintendo’s attempt to import the construction of
the term “retention member” from the 1111 investigation is similarly misguided
because that construction was based on different claims and different patent than
what is at issue in this investigation. CX-0001C at Q/A 893-94.
Moreover, the evidence showed that Gamevice’s DI analysis of claim 21
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frame.’” Id. at Q/A 865. The administrative law judge finds that the stationary hooks identified
by Gamevice are not “fastening latches” and thus do not satisfy the “fastening latch” limitation
of claim 21. See id. at Q/A 845.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy this claim
limitation.
e.

a structural bridge disposed between said first and
second control module,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
Nintendo contends that Gamevice has not shown that “an apparatus that folds and is not
in tension absent an external computing device” is a “structural bridge.” Resps. Br. at 170.
However, according to Dr. Singhose, the structural bridges are identical in material aspect to
element 422 of the ’393 patent. See CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 796-98.
The administrative law judge finds that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 857-66.
f.

said structural bridge comprising a first side, said first
side of said structural bridge in contact adjacency with
said first control module, said structural bridge further
comprising a second side, said second side of said
structural bridge in contact adjacency with said second
control module,

The Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 867-69. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
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g.

said structural bridge still further comprising a
retention member, the retention member interacts with
the fastening latch, the interaction of the fastening latch
with the retention member restrains the structural
bridge to a control module of the pair of control
modules, and the pair of control modules to the
computing device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “retention
member” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “interacting with the fastening latch,
the interaction of the fastening latch with the retention member restraining the structural bridge
to a control module of the pair of control modules, and the pair of control modules to the
computing device”; and (3) the corresponding structure is “a cylindrical post or column,
including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the interface between the confinement boss and
the retention member.”
Gamevice contends that Gamevice for iPhone comprises a boss 430 and an adjustment
structure 432, and they interact with each other to restrain the electronic game modules to the
structural bridge and to the computing device, in the same way as shown in figures 27 and 29 of
the ’393 patent.” See Compl. Br. at 86-87. However, Gamevice has not shown that the boss and
the adjustment structure correspond to the structure of “a cylindrical post or column, including
the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the interface between the confinement boss and the
retention member.”
However, if the term “retention member” is construed according to Gamevice’s
construction to mean “a component with a recess or opening that securely receives or catches the
fastening latch,” then Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for iPhone comprises circular ends
of the springs, which correspond to the retention member because they provide openings that
securely catch the fastening latches. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 870-73.
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Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy this claim
limitation.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPhone does not practice dependent claim
21 of the ’393 patent.
3.

Claim 22

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPhone practices dependent claim 22 of the ’393
patent. See Compl. Br. at 88.
a.

The apparatus of claim 21, in which the second means
for controlling a movement of the virtual object
displayed on said electronic display comprising:

As discussed above, the Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy all limitations of dependent
claim 21.
Moreover, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of
a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3)
there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22 indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the second means refers to a pair of control modules each
comprising a plurality of instructional input devices (e.g., joysticks, keys, button, triggers,
switches), where the input device providing the pair of control modules is in electronic
communication with the central processing unit of the computing device, where the plurality of
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instructional input devices in conjunction with the central processing unit control movement of
the virtual object displayed on the electronic display screen, then Gamevice has shown that the
Gamevice for iPhone comprises a ribbon cable, which is a communication link that facilitates
communication between the control modules and the CPU via the Lightning connector,
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 896-900, and that both control modules of the Gamevice for
iPhone have switches, buttons, and joysticks that act as instructional input devices controlling the
movement of a virtual object in conjunction with a CPU, id. at Q/A 901-06.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPhone does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
b.

a communication link, the communication link
facilitates communication between the pair of control
modules and the central processing unit of the
computing device;

The Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 896-900. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

each the first and the second control modules of the pair
of control modules comprising a plurality instructional
input devices, and wherein the plurality of instructional
input devices in conjunction with the central processing
unit control movement of the virtual object displayed on
the electronic display screen.

The Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 901-06. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPhone satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
*

*
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It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPhone does not practice dependent claim
22 of the ’393 patent.
C.

Gamevice for Android
1.

Claim 16

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for Android practices dependent claims 21 and 22,
which depend on independent claim 16 of the ’393 patent.
a.

An apparatus comprising:

The Gamevice for Android constitutes “an apparatus.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 911. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this limitation.
See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
b.

a first means for attaching an input device to a
computing device,

The Gamevice for Android includes “a computing device.” See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 913-17. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
portion of the limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
As ruled above, the term “first means for attaching an input device to a computing
device” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “attaching an input device to a
computing device.” Furthermore, the corresponding structure is: (1) structure 128, which allows
a computer device to attach to input device 114 by nesting (Fig. 1, col. 4, lns. 46-52, col. 5, lns.
22-31, col. 6, lns. 51-57); (2) control modules that “secure” to a structural bridge using a
confinement boss, retention member, detent, and catch (Fig. 14-15, col. 8, lns. 38-49); (3)
confinement structures, a structural bridge, and an adjustable fastening mechanism that provides
“sufficient compressive load [] on the computing device [] to securely hold the computing device
between the pair of confinement structures” (Figs. 16-17, col. 9, lns. 39-53, col. 9, lns. 60-62,
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col. 10, lns. 8-20); (4) control modules, a structural bridge, and a tensioning mechanism that
allow the input device and computing device to “join[] together” (Fig. 35, col. 14, ln. 42 – col.
15, ln. 17); and (5) equivalents thereof.
Gamevice argues that the Gamevice for Android comprises a pair of control modules, a
structural bridge, and a tensioning mechanism. See Compl. Br at 89-90 (citing CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 925-28). The administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown
that the Gamevice for Android practices the “first means” limitation according to structure (4).
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 939-44.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
c.

said computing device provides a central processing
unit and plurality of sides,

The Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 950-53. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

each of the plurality of sides cooperating with the
electronic display screen of said computing device;

The Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 950-53. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
e.

a second means for controlling a movement of a virtual
object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device,

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
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of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for Android comprises a pair of control modules that
perform the function of controlling the movement of a virtual object displayed on the electronic
display screen using instructional input devices, such as triggers, buttons, and joysticks. See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 954-65.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for Android does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
f.

said virtual object provided by an electronic game, said
electronic game interacting with said central processing
unit,

The Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 966-67. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
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g.

wherein said second means is accommodated by said
input device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for Android accommodates a pair of control modules
and their instructional input devices. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 968-69.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for Android does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for Android does not satisfy all limitations of
claim 16 of the ’393 patent.
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2.

Claim 21

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for Android practices dependent claim 21 of the ’393
patent. See Compl. Br. at 91-92.
a.

The apparatus of claim 16, in which the computing
device having a length greater than its width, and
wherein the first means for attaching the input device to
a computing device comprising:

As discussed above, the Gamevice for Android does not satisfy all limitations of
independent claim 16. The Gamevice for Android includes a computing device, where the
computing device has a length greater than its width. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A
971-73.
b.

the input device in electronic communication with the
central processing unit of the computing device,

The Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 974-75. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

the input device providing a pair of control modules a
first control module of a pair of control modules, and a
second control module of the pair of control modules,

The Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 974-75. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

at least one of the first and the second control modules
further comprising a fastening latch;

Gamevice contends that the Gamevice for Android’s electronic game control module has
hooks on its bottom cover, which act as fastening latches. See Compl Br. at 91-92 (citing
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 976-79). However, the ’393 patent discloses the use of a
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soft draw latch to fasten the structural bridge in a particular position. See, e.g., JX-0001 (’393
patent) at col. 9, ln. 54 – col. 10, ln. 20.
As Dr. Stern testified, one skilled in the art would not understand the component
identified by Gamevice to be a “fastening latch.” See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 901. “A
person of ordinary skill in the art would understand that a fastening detent is different than a
fastening latch. For example, RX-1410 defines a ‘detent’ as a ‘catch or lever in a mechanism
which initiates or locks movement of a part, especially in escapement mechanisms’ while it
defines a ‘latch’ as ‘[a]ny of various closing devices on a door that fit into a hook, notch, or
cavity in the frame.’” Id. at Q/A 865. The administrative law judge finds that the stationary
hooks identified by Gamevice are not “fastening latches” and thus do not satisfy the “fastening
latch” limitation of claim 21. See id. at Q/A 901-02.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for Android does not satisfy this claim
limitation.
e.

a structural bridge disposed between said first and
second control module,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
Nintendo contends that Gamevice has not shown that “an apparatus that folds and is not
in tension absent an external computing device” is a “structural bridge.” Resps. Br. at 170.
However, according to Dr. Singhose, the structural bridges are identical in material aspect to
element 422 of the ’393 patent. See CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 796-98.
The administrative law judge finds that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 980-86.
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f.

said structural bridge comprising a first side, said first
side of said structural bridge in contact adjacency with
said first control module, said structural bridge further
comprising a second side, said second side of said
structural bridge in contact adjacency with said second
control module,

The Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 987-89. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
g.

said structural bridge still further comprising a
retention member, the retention member interacts with
the fastening latch, the interaction of the fastening latch
with the retention member restrains the structural
bridge to a control module of the pair of control
modules, and the pair of control modules to the
computing device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “retention
member” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “interacting with the fastening latch,
the interaction of the fastening latch with the retention member restraining the structural bridge
to a control module of the pair of control modules, and the pair of control modules to the
computing device”; and (3) the corresponding structure is “a cylindrical post or column,
including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the interface between the confinement boss and
the retention member.”
Gamevice contends that the springs with circular ends in the Gamevice for Android are
equivalent to the “retention member.” See Compl. Br. at 92. However, Gamevice has not shown
that the springs with circular ends correspond to the structure of “a cylindrical post or column,
including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the interface between the confinement boss and
the retention member.”
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However, if the term “retention member” is construed according to Gamevice’s
construction to mean “a component with a recess or opening that securely receives or catches the
fastening latch,” then Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for Android comprises circular
ends of the springs, which correspond to the retention member because they provide openings
that securely catch the fastening latches. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 990-1003.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for Android does not satisfy this claim
limitation.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for Android does not practice dependent
claim 21 of the ’393 patent.
3.

Claim 22

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for Android practices dependent claim 22 of the ’393
patent. See Compl. Br. at 92-93.
a.

The apparatus of claim 21, in which the second means
for controlling a movement of the virtual object
displayed on said electronic display comprising:

As discussed above, the Gamevice for Android does not satisfy all limitations of
dependent claim 21.
Moreover, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of
a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3)
there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22 indefinite.
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However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the second means refers to a pair of control modules each
comprising a plurality of instructional input devices (e.g., joysticks, keys, button, triggers,
switches), where the input device providing the pair of control modules is in electronic
communication with the central processing unit of the computing device, where the plurality of
instructional input devices in conjunction with the central processing unit control movement of
the virtual object displayed on the electronic display screen, then Gamevice has shown that the
Gamevice for Android has a flexible printed circuit, which runs from one control module to the
other and facilitates communication between the pair of control modules, CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 1005-06, and that the Gamevice for Android has instructional input devices
through which a user input is provided, where the user input then generates predetermined
signals according to a communication protocol, which are sent to a video game executing on an
Android device’s CPU, id. at Q/A 1007-13.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for Android does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
b.

a communication link, the communication link
facilitates communication between the pair of control
modules and the central processing unit of the
computing device;

The Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 1005-06. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
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c.

each the first and the second control modules of the pair
of control modules comprising a plurality instructional
input devices, and wherein the plurality of instructional
input devices in conjunction with the central processing
unit control movement of the virtual object displayed on
the electronic display screen.

The Gamevice for Android satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 1007-12. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for Android satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for Android does not practice dependent
claim 22 of the ’393 patent.
D.

Gamevice for iPad
1.

Claim 8

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPad practices independent claim 8 of the ’393
patent.
a.

A combination comprising:

The Gamevice for iPad constitutes “a combination.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
Q/A 1018-20. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
b.

a structural bridge, the structural bridge having a first
end associated with a first electronic game control
module of a pair of electronic game control modules
and a second end associated with a second electronic
game control module of the pair of electronic game
control modules,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
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Nintendo contends that Gamevice has not shown that “an apparatus that folds and is not
in tension absent an external computing device” is a “structural bridge.” Resps. Br. at 170.
However, according to Dr. Singhose, the structural bridges are identical in material aspect to
element 422 of the ’393 patent. See CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 796-98.
The administrative law judge finds that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation.
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1021-33.
c.

the structural bridge configured for adaptation to a
computing device,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “the structural
bridge configured for adaptation to a computing device” means “the structural bridge is
adjustable to accommodate a length of a computing device.”
The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1034-50. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

the computing device having a length greater than its
width, the structural bridge accommodates the length of
the computing device,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1051-52. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
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e.

in which the structural bridge provides a void, the void
disposed between the first end of the structural bridge
and the second end of the structural bridge, the void
having right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side of
the void communicating with a material of the
structural bridge.

As an initial matter, “structural bridge” has been construed to mean “a physical apparatus
that connects other components.”
The administrative law judge finds that the Gamevice for iPad’s structural bridge
provides a void between two ends of the structural bridge, which has four sides communicating
with a material of the bridge. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1053-56. Nintendo does
not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPad practices asserted independent claim
8 of the ’393 patent.
2.

Claim 16

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPad practices dependent claims 19-22, which
depend on independent claim 16 of the ’393 patent.
a.

An apparatus comprising:

The Gamevice for iPad constitutes “an apparatus.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1058. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
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b.

a first means for attaching an input device to a
computing device,

The Gamevice for iPad includes “a computing device.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 1059. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this portion of the
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
As ruled above, the term “first means for attaching an input device to a computing
device” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “attaching an input device to a
computing device.” The corresponding structure is: (1) structure 128, which allows a computer
device to attach to input device 114 by nesting (Fig. 1, col. 4, lns. 46-52, col. 5, lns. 22-31, col. 6,
lns. 51-57); (2) control modules that “secure” to a structural bridge using a confinement boss,
retention member, detent, and catch (Fig. 14-15, col. 8, lns. 38-49); (3) confinement structures, a
structural bridge, and an adjustable fastening mechanism that provides “sufficient compressive
load [] on the computing device [] to securely hold the computing device between the pair of
confinement structures” (Figs. 16-17, col. 9, lns. 39-53, col. 9, lns. 60-62, col. 10, lns. 8-20); (4)
control modules, a structural bridge, and a tensioning mechanism that allow the input device and
computing device to “join[] together” (Fig. 35, col. 14, ln. 42 – col. 15, ln. 17); and (5)
equivalents thereof.
Gamevice argues that the Gamevice for iPad comprises a pair of control modules, a
structural bridge, and a tensioning mechanism. See Compl. Br at 95-96 (citing CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1069-71). The administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown
that the Gamevice for iPad practices the “first means” limitation according to structure (4). See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1072-73.
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Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation
under the adopted claim construction.
c.

said computing device provides a central processing
unit and plurality of sides,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See id. at Q/A 1082-84. Nintendo
does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

each of the plurality of sides cooperating with the
electronic display screen of said computing device;

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1082-84. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
e.

a second means for controlling a movement of a virtual
object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device,

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
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546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for iPad comprises a pair of control modules that
perform the function of controlling the movement of a virtual object displayed on the electronic
display screen using instructional input devices, such as triggers, buttons, and joysticks. See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1085-99.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
f.

said virtual object provided by an electronic game, said
electronic game interacting with said central processing
unit,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See id. at Q/A 1100-01. Nintendo
does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
g.

wherein said second means is accommodated by said
input device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
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structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for iPad accommodates a pair of control modules and
their instructional input devices. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1102-03.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy all limitations of
claim 16 of the ’393 patent.
1.

Claim 19

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPad practices dependent claim 19 of the ’393
patent. See Compl. Br. at 98-100.
a.

The apparatus of claim 16, in which the computing
device having a length greater than its width, and
wherein the first means for attaching the input device to
a computing device comprising:

As discussed above, the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy all limitations of independent
claim 16. The Gamevice for iPad includes a computing device, where the computing device has
a length greater than its width. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 1105-06.
b.

the input device in electronic communication with the
central processing unit,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1107-09. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
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c.

the input device providing a pair of control modules,
the pair of control modules are adjacent to and confine
the computing device on at least two opposing sides of
the computing device,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1110-13. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

the at least two opposing sides adjacent the electronic
display screen define end points of the length of the
computing device, the pair of control modules each
adapt to and are in pressing contact with said opposing
end points of the length of the computing device;

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1110-13. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
e.

a structural bridge, the structural bridge secures the
pair of control modules one to the other,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
Nintendo contends that Gamevice has not shown that “an apparatus that folds and is not
in tension absent an external computing device” is a “structural bridge.” Resps. Br. at 170.
However, according to Dr. Singhose, the structural bridges are identical in material aspect to
element 422 of the ’393 patent. See CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 796-98.
The administrative law judge finds that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation.
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1114-16.
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f.

wherein a first of the pair of control modules
comprising a retention mechanism communicating with
the structural bridge,

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that the term “retention
mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to
the control modules.” The corresponding structure is (1) the mechanical arrangement, as shown
in Figure 14, using a confinement boss 262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts with a
retention member 266 that is responsive to a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to the
pair of control modules 252 (’393 patent, Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical
arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 and 29, using a boss 430 interacting with an adjustment
structure 432 to adaptively secure the control module 402 to a structural bridge 422 (’393 patent,
Figs. 27 and 29, col. 11, ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39); and (3) equivalents thereof.
Gamevice contends that this limitation is met because “screws and posts that interact with
the springs satisfy the ‘retention mechanism’ under Gamevice’s construction because they are
mechanical appliances that secure the structural bridge and the control modules, such that the
structural bridge is disposed between the pair of control modules.” Compl. Br. at 99. However,
as Dr. Stern testified, a person skilled in the art would not understand a spring to be a machine or
mechanical appliance. RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 962.
The administrative law judge thus finds that the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy this
limitation.
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g.

wherein the retention mechanism secures the structural
bridge to the first of the pair of control modules, such
that the structural bridge accommodates the length of
the computing device,

Gamevice has not shown that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation.
Gamevice has not shown that the retention mechanism secures the purported bridge to the
control module in the Gamevice for iPad because, when springs of the identified retention
mechanism are removed from the Gamevice for iPad, the purported bridge is still secured to the
control module. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 962-64; Singhose Tr. 350-352.
h.

in which the structural bridge provides a void in the
mid-section of the structural bridge, the void having
right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side
communicating with a material of the structural bridge.

As an initial matter, “structural bridge” has been construed to mean “a physical apparatus
that connects other components.”
The administrative law judge finds that the Gamevice for iPad’s structural bridge
provides a void between two ends of the structural bridge, which has four sides communicating
with a material of the bridge. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1053-56, 1134-35.
Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at
177-90.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not practice dependent claim
19 of the ’393 patent.
2.

Claim 20

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPad practices dependent claim 20 of the ’393
patent. See Compl. Br. at 100-01.
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a.

The apparatus of claim 19, in which the second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed
on said electronic display comprising:

As discussed above, the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy all limitations of dependent
claim 19.
Moreover, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of
a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3)
there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22 indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the second means refers to a pair of control modules, where
each of the pair of control modules provides instructional input devices (e.g., joysticks, keys,
button, triggers, switches), where the input device providing the pair of control modules is in
electronic communication with the central processing unit, where the instructional input devices
in conjunction with the central processing unit control movement of the virtual object displayed
on the electronic display screen, then Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice for iPad comprises
a ribbon cable ribbon cable, which is a communication link that facilitates communication
between the control modules and the CPU via the Lightning connector, see CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 1138-40, and that the control modules have switches, buttons, and joysticks that
act as instructional input devices controlling the movement of a virtual object in conjunction with
a CPU, see id. at Q/A 1141-42.
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Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
b.

a communication link, the communication link
facilitates communication between the pair of control
modules and the central processing unit,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1138-40. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

each of the pair of control modules provides
instructional input devices, wherein said instructional
input devices are adjacent each of the at least two
opposing sides of the computing device, wherein the
instructional input devices in conjunction with the
central processing unit control movement of the virtual
object displayed on the electronic display screen.

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1141-42. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not practice dependent claim
20 of the ’393 patent.
3.

Claim 21

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPad practices dependent claim 21 of the ’393
patent. See Compl. Br. at 101-02.
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a.

The apparatus of claim 16, in which the computing
device having a length greater than its width, and
wherein the first means for attaching the input device to
a computing device comprising:

As discussed above, the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy all limitations of independent
claim 16. The Gamevice for iPad includes a computing device, where the computing device has
a length greater than its width. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 1146.
b.

the input device in electronic communication with the
central processing unit of the computing device,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See id. at Q/A 1147. Nintendo
does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

the input device providing a pair of control modules a
first control module of a pair of control modules, and a
second control module of the pair of control modules,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1147. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

at least one of the first and the second control modules
further comprising a fastening latch;

Gamevice contends that the Gamevice for iPad comprises posts and screws which
correspond to the claimed “fastening latch.” See Compl Br. at 102 (citing CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 1148-50). However, the ’393 patent discloses the use of a soft draw latch to fasten
the structural bridge in a particular position. See, e.g., JX-0001 (’393 patent) at col. 9, ln. 54 –
col. 10, ln. 20.
As Dr. Stern testified, one skilled in the art would not understand the component
identified by Gamevice to be a “fastening latch.” See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 845-48,
980. “A person of ordinary skill in the art would understand that a fastening detent is different
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than a fastening latch. For example, RX-1410 defines a ‘detent’ as a ‘catch or lever in a
mechanism which initiates or locks movement of a part, especially in escapement mechanisms’
while it defines a ‘latch’ as ‘[a]ny of various closing devices on a door that fit into a hook, notch,
or cavity in the frame.’” Id. at Q/A 865. The administrative law judge finds that the s posts and
screws identified by Gamevice are not “fastening latches” and thus do not satisfy the “fastening
latch” limitation of claim 21. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 845, 980.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy this claim
limitation.
e.

a structural bridge disposed between said first and
second control module,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
Nintendo contends that Gamevice has not shown that “an apparatus that folds and is not
in tension absent an external computing device” is a “structural bridge.” Resps. Br. at 170.
However, according to Dr. Singhose, the structural bridges are identical in material aspect to
element 422 of the ’393 patent. See CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 796-98.
The administrative law judge finds that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation.
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1151.
f.

said structural bridge comprising a first side, said first
side of said structural bridge in contact adjacency with
said first control module, said structural bridge further
comprising a second side, said second side of said
structural bridge in contact adjacency with said second
control module,

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See id. at Q/A 1155. Nintendo
does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
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g.

said structural bridge still further comprising a
retention member, the retention member interacts with
the fastening latch, the interaction of the fastening latch
with the retention member restrains the structural
bridge to a control module of the pair of control
modules, and the pair of control modules to the
computing device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “retention
member” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “interacting with the fastening latch,
the interaction of the fastening latch with the retention member restraining the structural bridge
to a control module of the pair of control modules, and the pair of control modules to the
computing device”; and (3) the corresponding structure is “a cylindrical post or column,
including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the interface between the confinement boss and
the retention member.”
Gamevice contends that the posts and the screws in the Gamevice for iPad correspond to
the boss 430 in structure (2). See Compl. Br. at 102. However, Gamevice has not shown that the
posts and the screws in the Gamevice for iPad include the corresponding structure of “a
cylindrical post or column, including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the interface between
the confinement boss and the retention member.”
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not practice dependent claim
21 of the ’393 patent.
4.

Claim 22

Gamevice contends the Gamevice for iPad practices dependent claim 22 of the ’393
patent. See Compl. Br. at 102.
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a.

The apparatus of claim 21, in which the second means
for controlling a movement of the virtual object
displayed on said electronic display comprising:

As discussed above, the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy all limitations of dependent
claim 22.
Moreover, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of
a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3)
there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22 indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the second means refers to a pair of control modules each
comprising a plurality of instructional input devices (e.g., joysticks, keys, button, triggers,
switches), where the input device providing the pair of control modules is in electronic
communication with the central processing unit of the computing device, where the plurality of
instructional input devices in conjunction with the central processing unit control movement of
the virtual object displayed on the electronic display screen, then Gamevice has shown that the
Gamevice for iPad comprises a ribbon cable, which is a communication link that facilitates
communication between the control modules and the CPU via the Lightning connector,
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1175, and that both control modules of the Gamevice for
iPad have switches, buttons, and joysticks that act as instructional input devices controlling the
movement of a virtual object in conjunction with a CPU, id. at Q/A 1176-77.
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Accordingly, it is determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not satisfy this claim
limitation under the adopted claim construction.
b.

a communication link, the communication link
facilitates communication between the pair of control
modules and the central processing unit of the
computing device;

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1175. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

each the first and the second control modules of the pair
of control modules comprising a plurality instructional
input devices, and wherein the plurality of instructional
input devices in conjunction with the central processing
unit control movement of the virtual object displayed on
the electronic display screen.

The Gamevice for iPad satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1176-77. Nintendo does not contest that the Gamevice for iPad satisfies this limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Gamevice for iPad does not practice dependent claim
22 of the ’393 patent.
E.

Kishi
1.

Whether the Razer Kishi Is a Domestic Industry Product

Nintendo argues, in part:
Gamevice’s complaint does not plead that it was in the process of
establishing a domestic industry as of the date the complaint was filed. Complaint,
EDIS #719063. As a consequence, Gamevice is obligated to demonstrate that as of
the date of the complaint—March 27, 2020—it had a DI with respect to its
products. Motiva, LLC v. ITC, 716 F.3d 596, 601 n.6. (Fed. Cir. 2013). [
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] In
fact, products that Gamevice described in its charts were not commercially
available when the complaint was filed, but rather, were pre-production,
“design and validation testing” models of the Razer Kishi for iOS.
RX-1824C, Q988; RX-1824C.A, Q988; RX-1446C;RX-1859C.
But that is not the only problem here. Gamevice claims that this “preproduction” unit is representative of other Razer Kishi products when it is not.
CX-1C, Q1181–83; CPX-6. [

] Gamevice cannot say that
a pre-production unit is evidence of a domestic industry at the time of the
complaint, when the actual production units [
.

Gamevice has not produced any

evidence to the contrary.

] But
Gamevice has no evidence for that questionable assertion. RX-1824C, Q1021–
24; CX-3C, Q56 (citing no evidence). [
] These mechanical engineering modifications to the Kishi for
iOS confirm that the Kishi analyzed by Dr. Singhose is not representative of other
Kishi models. RX-1824C, Q1003–06; CX-1C, Q1183 (acknowledging no void in
production Kishi for Android). Another Kishi model, the GV196, is not currently
in development so the pre-production Kishi cannot be representative of it.
RX-1824C, Q997–98; CX-3C, Q71.
Resps. Br. at 178-79.
Gamevice argues, in part:
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Nintendo argues that the Kishi is not a DI product because it was not
marketed at the time of the complaint citing the Motiva case. See RPreHB at 17172. But Nintendo’s reliance on Motiva is misplaced because there, the development
activity concerning the patented technology occurred three years before the filing
of the complaint, and the complainant “had not shown that its old development
activities contributed to a market that existed or was in the process of being created
at the time of the complaint.” Motiva, LLC v. ITC, 716 F.3d 596, 601 n.6 (Fed. Cir.
2013). In stark contrast, Gamevice’s development efforts for the Kishi were
ongoing when the complaint was filed (both the original and amended complaints)
all the way through the Kishi’s launch date. See CX-0003C at Q/A 52-55.
[

.]
Compl. Br. at 103.
The Staff argues that the Kishi products are properly identified as domestic industry
products, and that the Kishi product that was analyzed is representative of the other Kishi
products. See Staff Br. at 82.
Nintendo argues that the Kishi products are not proper domestic industry products
because they were not yet in production at the time of the filing of the complaint. See Resps. Br.
at 178-79. However, Gamevice’s development efforts for the Kishi were ongoing when the
complaint was filed (both the original and amended complaints) all the way through the Kishi’s
launch date. See CX-0003C (Hynn DWS) at Q/A 52-55. Nintendo has not offered any
precedent or reasonable basis to exclude a complainant’s domestic industry product because that
product had been designed, but was not yet in commercial production at the time of the
complaint.
Nintendo further contends that the Kishi product that was analyzed was not a production
model, and may not be representative of the other Kishi products. See Resps. Br. at 178-79.
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However, Gamevice has adduced evidence that most of the Kishi units currently available on the
market [

. ] See CX-0003C

(Hynn DWS) at Q/A 52-55. Moreover, Dr. Singhose testified that “the pre-production model
that I have used for my analysis is identical to the Kishi for iOS that is currently sold on the
market.” CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1183.
Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that the Razer Kishi is properly identified
as a domestic industry product, and that the analyzed Razer Kishi is representative of the other
Razer Kishi products.
2.

Claim 8

Gamevice contends that the Kishi practices independent claim 8 of the ’393 patent.
a.

A combination comprising:

The Kishi constitutes “a combination.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 1184.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
b.

a structural bridge, the structural bridge having a first
end associated with a first electronic game control
module of a pair of electronic game control modules
and a second end associated with a second electronic
game control module of the pair of electronic game
control modules,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
Nintendo contends that Gamevice has not shown that “an apparatus that folds and is not
in tension absent an external computing device” is a “structural bridge.” Resps. Br. at 170.
However, according to Dr. Singhose, the structural bridges are identical in material aspect to
element 422 of the ’393 patent. See CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 796-98.
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The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1192.
c.

the structural bridge configured for adaptation to a
computing device,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “the structural
bridge configured for adaptation to a computing device” means “the structural bridge is
adjustable to accommodate a length of a computing device.”
The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A
1200-11. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at
177-90.
d.

the computing device having a length greater than its
width, the structural bridge accommodates the length of
the computing device,

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1200-11. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at
177-90.
e.

in which the structural bridge provides a void, the void
disposed between the first end of the structural bridge
and the second end of the structural bridge, the void
having right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side of
the void communicating with a material of the
structural bridge.

Gamevice argues, in part:
The evidence showed that the structural bridge has two voids that are
disposed between the first and second ends of the structural bridge in the expanded
configuration, and the voids communicate with the four sides, each of which
communicates with a material of the structural bridge. CX-0001C at Q/A 1215-20;
CDX-0001C.229-30. Nintendo argues that these voids are (1) not through holes
because they are covered by two plates on the strap, which are used for clasping the
Kishi’s controllers into a closed configuration, and (2) not disposed between two
ends of the bridge in the folded configuration. See RPreHB at 173-74.
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The evidence showed, however, that these plates are not part of the Kishi’s
structural bridge because they do not satisfy any of the parties’ constructions of the
structural bridge. CX-0001C at Q/A at 1220. The plates do not connect
the structural bridge to the control modules or connect them across an obstacle or
space under Gamevice’s or OUII’s constructions, and they do not bear a load or
provide connection and support across a span under Nintendo’s construction.
See id. In response, Nintendo argues that this is inconsistent with Gamevice’s
argument that the metal plates covering each section of the PhoneJoy’s or
Kessler’s telescoping bridge is an integral component of the telescoping bridge.
See RPreHB at 173-74. There is no such inconsistency. Unlike the metal plates
of the telescoping bridge in the PhoneJoy and Kessler, which form a part of and
perform the functions of the structural bridge, the clasping plates on the Kishi’s
structural bridge are merely used for clasping the Kishi into a folded
configuration. CX-0001C at Q/A at 1220. In fact, this compact configuration
prevents the Kishi from forming the claimed “combination” because the
structural bridge is completely tucked inside the control modules. CX-0001C at Q/
A at 1220. Therefore, a POSITA would not consider the Kishi’s folded
configuration in mapping the asserted claims. For the same reason, Nintendo’s
argument that the Kishi’s voids in the structural bridge are no longer disposed
between the ends of the structural bridge in this folded configuration lacks merit.[

]
Compl. Br. at 104-05 (footnote omitted).
Nintendo argues, in part:
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right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side of the void communicating with a material of the
structural bridge.” Nintendo contends that the Kishi fails to satisfy this limitation because the
void must be a through-hole in the bridge. See Resps. Br. at 180-81.
As shown in CDX-0001C at 229, reproduced below, Kishi’s “structural bridge,” provides
a void disposed between the first and second ends of the structural bridge. No party sought to
construe “void”, and the plain meaning of “void” is “empty space.” RX-1541.

CDX-0001C at 229 (photograph of CPX-0006)
The administrative law judge finds that the identified void satisfies the claim limitation,
“the structural bridge provides a void, the void disposed between the first end of the structural
bridge and the second end of the structural bridge, the void having right, left, upper, and lower
sides, each side of the void communicating with a material of the structural bridge.” The “void”
has right, left, upper, and lower sides, as shown in CDX-0001C at 229. Each of these sides in
turn “communicat[es] with a material of the structural bridge” because each such side is in
contact with the structural bridge.
The administrative law judge thus finds that the Kishi satisfies the above-recited
limitation.
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*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi practices independent claim 8 of the ’393 patent.
3.

Claim 9

Gamevice contends the Kishi practices dependent claim 9 of the ’393 patent. See Compl.
Br. at 105-08.
a.

The device of claim 8, in which the first of the pair of
electronic game control modules further comprises a
tensioning mechanism, a bottom cover, wherein the
bottom cover provides a position guide, and in which
the tensioning mechanism comprises:

As discussed above, the Kishi satisfies all limitations of independent claim 8. The Kishi
satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 1222-26.
b.

an attachment boss communicating with the structural
bridge;

Gamevice argues, in part:
For limitation “9b,” the evidence showed that the Kishi’s tensioning
mechanism comprises an attachment boss communicating with the structural
bridge, as shown in CDX-0001C.233-35. CX-0001C at Q/A 1227-30. For
limitation “9c,” the evidence showed that the Kishi has an attachment support
cooperating with the attachment boss, as shown in CDX-0001C.236, the
cooperation of which secure the structural bridge, as shown in CDX-0001C.237.
CX-0001C at Q/A 1231-33. For limitation “9d,” the evidence showed that the
Kishi’s structural bridge is disposed between the attachment boss and the
attachment support, as shown in CDX-0001C.238. CX-0001C at Q/A 1234-35.
For limitation “9e,” the evidence showed that the Kishi’s springs, which are biasing
structures, communicate with the attachment stay, as shown in CDX-0001C.239.
CX-0001C at Q/A 1236-37. For limitation “9f,” the evidence showed that the
Kishi’s springs provide tension between the structural bridge and the electronic
game control modules, as shown in CDX-0001C.240. CX-0001C at Q/A 1238-39.
Nintendo does not dispute that the Kishi comprises the additional elements
recited in claim 9. Instead, Nintendo only argues that Gamevice’s identification of
the elements in the Kishi is inconsistent because (1) the component identified as
the attachment stay is also part of the structural bridge, and (2) Gamevice argued
that similar components found in the PhoneJoy do not satisfy the claim. RPreHB
at 183-84. Nintendo is wrong on both issues.
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Compl. Br. at 106-07.
Nintendo argues, in part:
Gamevice alleges that the Razer Kishi (the only product which allegedly
practices claims 9–11) discloses a tensioning mechanism as recited in amended
claim 9. The Razer Kishi does not practice “an attachment boss communicating
with the structural bridge” and “a biasing structure communicating with an
attachment stay.” Gamevice points to the structure allegedly communicating with
the attachment boss and biasing structure as both the purported attachment stay and
purported bridge. Under Gamevice’s analysis, the attachment boss communicates
with the attachment stay, not the purported bridge, or the biasing structure
communicates with the purported bridge, not attachment stay. Id., Q1037–38.
Gamevice’s identification of the same structure as both the structural bridge and
attachment stay, which are both recited elements in claim 9, violates the principle
that separately listed claim elements are distinct components. Id., Q1038–40.
Resps. Br. at 181.
The Staff argues, in part:
Claim 9 of the ’393 patent recites “an attachment boss communicating with
the structural bridge” and “a biasing structure communicating with an attachment
stay.” JX-0001 (’393 patent) at cl. 9. Nintendo contends that the Kishi domestic
industry products have not been shown to practice claims 9-11 of the ’393 patent
because Gamevice’s analysis is inconsistent in that it identifies the very same
structure as both the structural bridge and the attachment stay. See Resps. P.H. Br.
at 183-184. Prof. Singhose testified as follows:
I identified the same component as satisfying both the “structural
bridge” and the “attachment stay.” I disagree with his argument. I
understand that it is permissible to identify the same component as
satisfying multiple claim limitations. Furthermore, in the Kishi, the
structural bridge is a component that contains multiple
subcomponents.
The attachment stay in the Kishi is a
subcomponent that is located on both ends of the structural bridge.
This mapping is consistent with the figures and descriptions of the
’393 patent, for example, in figures 26 and 37 and their associated
descriptions in column 13, lines 11 to 17 and in column 16, lines 21
to 28.
CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 1241. The Staff agrees with Gamevice. The
“attachment stay,” as recited, can be a component of the structural bridge. See id.
In light of Prof. Singhose’s testimony, the evidence shows that the Kishi
domestic industry products satisfy this limitation of claims 9-11 of the ’393 patent.
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Staff Br. at 80-81.
The administrative law judge finds that the attachment stay identified in Gamevice’s
mapping corresponds to the attachment stay 448 shown in figure 26 and the attachment stay 548
shown in figure 37, which is part of the structural bridge. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1240-41; JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 26 and 37, col. 13, lns. 11-17, col. 16, lns. 21-28.
The attachment stay can be a component of the structural bridge. For example, claim 9 states, “a
biasing structure communicating with the attachment stay, the biasing structure provides tension
between the structural bridge and the second of the pair of electronic game control modules.”
JX-0001 at claim 9. The claim also recites that the biasing structure is on the electronic game
control module, so the attachment stay must be on the structural bridge to provide tension
between the structural bridge and the second electronic game control module. See id.;
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1242-43. Therefore, identifying a component of the
structural bridge as the attachment stay is consistent with the claim language and the disclosures
of the ’393 patent. See Skedco, 663 F.3d at 1231-32; Intellectual Ventures, F. App’x at 907;
Cannon Rubber, 163 F.App’x at 876-77.
The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi satisfies this limitation.
c.

an attachment support cooperating with the attachment
boss, the attachment support in cooperation with the
attachment boss secures the structural bridge, the
structural bridge disposed between the attachment boss
and the attachment support;

Gamevice argues, in part:
On the second issue, Gamevice’s DI analysis for the Kishi is perfectly
consistent with its validity analysis for the PhoneJoy because those two products
have very different structures. In the Kishi, the attachment boss cooperates with
the attachment stay of the structural bridge, as shown in CDX-0001C.235, which
then cooperates with the attachment support to secure the structural bridge, as
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(identified attachment boss is below the identified fins). Thus, Gamevice does not
show how the flat attachment support, a PCB, could touch the purported attachment
boss that is well-below what Gamevice alleges is the attachment stay, and Dr.
Singhose explained that the attachment support touched other components, not the
attachment boss. Tr. 356:25–357:16. Applying Gamevice’s validity analysis
where an attachment support that does not touch the attachment stay does not meet
limitation 9b, the Razer Kishi does not meet claim 9b, and thus, does not practice
claims 9–11.
Resps. Br. at 181-82.
The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi satisfies the limitation, “an attachment
support cooperating with the attachment boss, the attachment support in cooperation with the
attachment boss secures the structural bridge, the structural bridge disposed between the
attachment boss and the attachment support.” Nintendo argues that the Kishi attachment support
and attachment boss do not “touch” and therefore do not cooperate. See Resps. Br. at 181-82.
However, the attachment boss cooperates with the attachment stay of the structural bridge, which
then cooperates with the attachment support to secure the structural bridge. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1231-33.
The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi satisfies this limitation.
d.

a biasing structure communicating with an attachment
stay, the biasing structure provides tension between the
structural bridge and the second of the pair of
electronic game control modules.

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1236-41. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at
177-90.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi practices dependent claim 9 of the ’393 patent.
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4.

Claim 10

Gamevice contends the Kishi practices dependent claim 10 of the ’393 patent. See
Compl. Br. at 108.
a.

The device of claim 9,

As discussed above, the Kishi satisfies all limitations of dependent claim 9.
b.

in which the attachment stay comprises a guide
aperture interacting with the position guide,

Nintendo argues that the guide aperture does not interact with the position guide because
both are on the same cover. However, as shown in CDX-0001C at 241, reproduced below, the
position guide clearly interacts with the guide aperture because it is disposed within the guide
aperture. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1246-47.

CDX-0001C at 229 (photograph of CPX-0006)
The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi satisfies this limitation.
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c.

the interaction of the guide aperture with the position
guide maintains alignment between the structural
bridge and the second of the pair of electronic game
control modules.

The evidence shows that the interaction of the guide aperture with the position guide
maintains alignment between the structural bridge and the electronic game control module. See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1248-50. The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi
satisfies this limitation.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi practices dependent claim 10 of the ’393 patent.
5.

Claim 11

Gamevice contends the Kishi practices dependent claim 11 of the ’393 patent. See
Compl. Br. at 108.
a.

The device of claim 9,

As discussed above, the Kishi satisfies all limitations of dependent claim 9.
b.

in which at least one of the pair of electronic game
control modules is a video game control module, and in
which the video game control module passes signals to
the computing device, the signals control images
displayed on an electronic display screen of the
computing device.

The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi’s electronic game control modules are
video game control modules, which pass signals to an iPhone for controlling images displayed
on it using the Lightning connector. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1253-59.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi practices dependent claim 11 of the ’393 patent.
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6.

Claim 16

Gamevice contends the Kishi practices dependent claims 19-22, which depend on
independent claim 16 of the ’393 patent.
a.

An apparatus comprising:

The Kishi constitutes “an apparatus.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 1260-61.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
b.

a first means for attaching an input device to a
computing device,

The Kishi includes “a computing device.” See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A
1260-61. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this portion of the limitation. See
Resps. Br. at 177-90.
As ruled above, the term “first means for attaching an input device to a computing
device” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “attaching an input device to a
computing device.” The corresponding structure is: (1) structure 128, which allows a computer
device to attach to input device 114 by nesting (Fig. 1, col. 4, lns. 46-52, col. 5, lns. 22-31, col. 6,
lns. 51-57); (2) control modules that “secure” to a structural bridge using a confinement boss,
retention member, detent, and catch (Fig. 14-15, col. 8, lns. 38-49); (3) confinement structures, a
structural bridge, and an adjustable fastening mechanism that provides “sufficient compressive
load [] on the computing device [] to securely hold the computing device between the pair of
confinement structures” (Figs. 16-17, col. 9, lns. 39-53, col. 9, lns. 60-62, col. 10, lns. 8-20); (4)
control modules, a structural bridge, and a tensioning mechanism that allow the input device and
computing device to “join[] together” (Fig. 35, col. 14, ln. 42 – col. 15, ln. 17); and (5)
equivalents thereof.
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Gamevice argues that the Kishi comprises a pair of control modules, a structural bridge,
and a tensioning mechanism. See Compl. Br at 108 (citing CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1276-79). The administrative law judge finds that Gamevice has shown that the Kishi
practices the “first means” limitation according to structure (4). See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS)
at Q/A 1276-79.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Kishi satisfies this claim limitation under the
adopted claim construction.
c.

said computing device provides a central processing
unit and plurality of sides,

The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 1286. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this
limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

each of the plurality of sides cooperating with the
electronic display screen of said computing device;

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1286.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
e.

a second means for controlling a movement of a virtual
object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device,

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
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However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the Kishi comprises a pair of control modules that perform the
function of controlling the movement of a virtual object displayed on the electronic display
screen using instructional input devices, such as triggers, buttons, and joysticks. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1287-96.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Kishi does not satisfy this claim limitation under
the adopted claim construction.
f.

said virtual object provided by an electronic game, said
electronic game interacting with said central processing
unit,

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1297.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
g.

wherein said second means is accommodated by said
input device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second
means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen
of said computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a
movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing
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device”; and (3) there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22
indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”, and the disclosed
structures are (1) a control module (120, 252, 278, 356, 402/404, 408/410, 502/504, 543, 544, or
546); or (2) a keyboard module (164/166, 226/228, or 280); and equivalents thereof, then
Gamevice has shown that the the control modules in the Kishi are accommodated by the “input
device,” which is the Kishi. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1298.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Kishi does not satisfy this claim limitation under
the adopted claim construction.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi does not satisfy all limitations of claim 16 of the
’393 patent.
7.

Claim 19

Gamevice contends the Kishi practices dependent claim 19 of the ’393 patent. See
Compl. Br. at 109.
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a.

The apparatus of claim 16, in which the computing
device having a length greater than its width, and
wherein the first means for attaching the input device to
a computing device comprising:

As discussed above, the Kishi does not satisfy all limitations of independent claim 16.
The Kishi includes a computing device, where the computing device has a length greater than its
width. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 1300-01.
b.

the input device in electronic communication with the
central processing unit,

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1303.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

the input device providing a pair of control modules,
the pair of control modules are adjacent to and confine
the computing device on at least two opposing sides of
the computing device,

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1306-09. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at
177-90.
d.

the at least two opposing sides adjacent the electronic
display screen define end points of the length of the
computing device, the pair of control modules each
adapt to and are in pressing contact with said opposing
end points of the length of the computing device;

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1306-09. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at
177-90.
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e.

a structural bridge, the structural bridge secures the
pair of control modules one to the other,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
Nintendo contends that Gamevice has not shown that “an apparatus that folds and is not
in tension absent an external computing device” is a “structural bridge.” Resps. Br. at 170.
However, according to Dr. Singhose, the structural bridges are identical in material aspect to
element 422 of the ’393 patent. See CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 796-98.
The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1310.
f.

wherein a first of the pair of control modules
comprising a retention mechanism communicating with
the structural bridge,

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that the term “retention
mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to
the control modules.” The corresponding structure is (1) the mechanical arrangement, as shown
in Figure 14, using a confinement boss 262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts with a
retention member 266 that is responsive to a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to the
pair of control modules 252 (’393 patent, Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical
arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 and 29, using a boss 430 interacting with an adjustment
structure 432 to adaptively secure the control module 402 to a structural bridge 422 (’393 patent,
Figs. 27 and 29; col. 11, ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39); and (3) equivalents thereof.
Gamevice contends that this limitation is met because “the hooks on the control modules
perform the identical function of securing the structural bridge to the control modules, and are
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equivalent to the boss 430 in structure (2) in the proposed construction.” Compl. Br. at 90.
However, as Dr. Stern testified, a person skilled in the art would not understand a spring to be a
machine or mechanical appliance. RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 962. The administrative law
judge finds that the Kishi does not satisfy this limitation.
g.

wherein the retention mechanism secures the structural
bridge to the first of the pair of control modules, such
that the structural bridge accommodates the length of
the computing device,

Gamevice has not shown that the Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. Gamevice has not
shown that the retention mechanism secures the purported bridge to the control module in the
Kishi because, when springs of the identified retention mechanism are removed from the Kishi,
the purported bridge is still secured to the control module. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A
962-64, 1048; Singhose Tr. 355.
h.

in which the structural bridge provides a void in the
mid-section of the structural bridge, the void having
right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side
communicating with a material of the structural bridge.

The administrative law judge finds that the identified void satisfies the claim limitation,
“the structural bridge provides a void, the void disposed between the first end of the structural
bridge and the second end of the structural bridge, the void having right, left, upper, and lower
sides, each side of the void communicating with a material of the structural bridge.” The “void”
has right, left, upper, and lower sides, as shown in CDX-0001C at 229. Each of these sides in
turn “communicat[es] with a material of the structural bridge” because each such side is in
contact with the structural bridge.
The administrative law judge thus finds that the Kishi satisfies the above-recited
limitation.
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*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi does not practice dependent claim 19 of the ’393
patent.
8.

Claim 20

Gamevice contends the Kishi practices dependent claim 20 of the ’393 patent. See
Compl. Br. at 109.
a.

The apparatus of claim 19, in which the second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed
on said electronic display comprising:

As discussed above, the Kishi does not satisfy all limitations of dependent claim 19.
Moreover, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display” is subject to
§ 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on
said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3) there is no corresponding
structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22 indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the second means refers to a pair of control modules, where
each of the pair of control modules provides instructional input devices (e.g., joysticks, keys,
button, triggers, switches), where the input device providing the pair of control modules is in
electronic communication with the central processing unit, where the instructional input devices
in conjunction with the central processing unit control movement of the virtual object displayed
on the electronic display screen, then Gamevice has shown that the Kishi comprises a ribbon
cable ribbon cable, which is a communication link that facilitates communication between the
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control modules and the CPU via the Lightning connector, see CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1332-34, and that the control modules have switches, buttons, and joysticks that act as
instructional input devices controlling the movement of a virtual object in conjunction with a
CPU, see id. at Q/A 1335-38.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Kishi does not satisfy this claim limitation under
the adopted claim construction.
b.

a communication link, the communication link
facilitates communication between the pair of control
modules and the central processing unit,

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1332.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

each of the pair of control modules provides
instructional input devices, wherein said instructional
input devices are adjacent each of the at least two
opposing sides of the computing device, wherein the
instructional input devices in conjunction with the
central processing unit control movement of the virtual
object displayed on the electronic display screen.

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1336-38. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at
177-90.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi does not practice dependent claim 20 of the ’393
patent.
9.

Claim 21

Gamevice contends the Kishi practices dependent claim 21 of the ’393 patent. See
Compl. Br. at 109-10.
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a.

The apparatus of claim 16, in which the computing
device having a length greater than its width, and
wherein the first means for attaching the input device to
a computing device comprising:

As discussed above, the Kishi does not satisfy all limitations of independent claim 16.
The Kishi includes a computing device, where the computing device has a length greater than its
width. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) Q/A 1340. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi
satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
b.

the input device in electronic communication with the
central processing unit of the computing device,

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1341.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

the input device providing a pair of control modules a
first control module of a pair of control modules, and a
second control module of the pair of control modules,

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1341.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
d.

at least one of the first and the second control modules
further comprising a fastening latch;

Gamevice contends that the Kishi’s electronic game control module has hooks on its
bottom cover, which act as fastening latches. See Compl Br. at 91-92 (citing CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 976-79). However, the ’393 patent discloses the use of a soft draw latch
to fasten the structural bridge in a particular position. See, e.g., JX-0001 (’393 patent) at col. 9,
ln. 54 – col. 10, ln. 20.
As Dr. Stern testified, one skilled in the art would not understand the component
identified by Gamevice to be a “fastening latch.” See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 845. “A
person of ordinary skill in the art would understand that a fastening detent is different than a
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fastening latch. For example, RX-1410 defines a ‘detent’ as a ‘catch or lever in a mechanism
which initiates or locks movement of a part, especially in escapement mechanisms’ while it
defines a ‘latch’ as ‘[a]ny of various closing devices on a door that fit into a hook, notch, or
cavity in the frame.’” Id. at Q/A 865. The administrative law judge finds that the stationary
hooks identified by Gamevice are not “fastening latches” and thus do not satisfy the “fastening
latch” limitation of claim 21. See RX-1824C (Stern RWS) at Q/A 845.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Kishi does not satisfy this claim limitation.
e.

a structural bridge disposed between said first and
second control module,

The construction of this claim term was discussed above. The claim term “structural
bridge” is construed to mean “a physical apparatus that connects other components.”
Nintendo contends that Gamevice has not shown that “an apparatus that folds and is not
in tension absent an external computing device” is a “structural bridge.” Resps. Br. at 170.
However, according to Dr. Singhose, the structural bridges are identical in material aspect to
element 422 of the ’393 patent. See CX-0001C (Singhose WS) at Q/A 796-98.
The administrative law judge finds that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See CX-0001C
(Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1345-48.
f.

said structural bridge comprising a first side, said first
side of said structural bridge in contact adjacency with
said first control module, said structural bridge further
comprising a second side, said second side of said
structural bridge in contact adjacency with said second
control module,

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at
Q/A 1349-50. Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at
177-90.
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g.

said structural bridge still further comprising a
retention member, the retention member interacts with
the fastening latch, the interaction of the fastening latch
with the retention member restrains the structural
bridge to a control module of the pair of control
modules, and the pair of control modules to the
computing device.

As ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “retention
member” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “interacting with the fastening latch,
the interaction of the fastening latch with the retention member restraining the structural bridge
to a control module of the pair of control modules, and the pair of control modules to the
computing device”; and (3) the corresponding structure is “a cylindrical post or column,
including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the interface between the confinement boss and
the retention member.”
Gamevice contends that the components in the Kishi relevant to the analysis are identical
to the components in the Gamevice for iPhone and the Gamevice for Android in material aspects
relevant to the analysis of claim 21. See Compl. Br. at 109-10. However, Gamevice has not
shown that the components in the Kishi include the corresponding structure of “a cylindrical post
or column, including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the interface between the
confinement boss and the retention member.”
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi does not practice dependent claim 21 of the ’393
patent.
10.

Claim 22

Gamevice contends the Kishi practices dependent claim 22 of the ’393 patent. See
Compl. Br. at 110.
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a.

The apparatus of claim 21, in which the second means
for controlling a movement of the virtual object
displayed on said electronic display comprising:

As discussed above, the Kishi does not satisfy all limitations of dependent claim 21.
Moreover, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) the term “second means
for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said
computing device” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of
a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3)
there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22 indefinite.
However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object
displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device” is construed according to
Gamevice’s construction, where the second means refers to a pair of control modules each
comprising a plurality of instructional input devices (e.g., joysticks, keys, button, triggers,
switches), where the input device providing the pair of control modules is in electronic
communication with the central processing unit of the computing device, where the plurality of
instructional input devices in conjunction with the central processing unit control movement of
the virtual object displayed on the electronic display screen, then Gamevice has shown that the
Kishi comprises a ribbon cable, which is a communication link that facilitates communication
between the control modules and the CPU via the Lightning connector, CX-0001C (Singhose
DWS) at Q/A 1370, and that both control modules of the Kishi have switches, buttons, and
joysticks that act as instructional input devices controlling the movement of a virtual object in
conjunction with a CPU, id. at Q/A 1371-72.
Accordingly, it is determined that the Kishi does not satisfy this claim limitation under
the adopted claim construction.
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b.

a communication link, the communication link
facilitates communication between the pair of control
modules and the central processing unit of the
computing device;

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1370.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
c.

each the first and the second control modules of the pair
of control modules comprising a plurality instructional
input devices, and wherein the plurality of instructional
input devices in conjunction with the central processing
unit control movement of the virtual object displayed on
the electronic display screen.

The Kishi satisfies this claim limitation. See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1371.
Nintendo does not contest that the Kishi satisfies this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 177-90.
*

*

*

It is therefore determined that the Kishi does not practice dependent claim 22 of the ’393
patent.
F.

Indirect Practice of the DI Products

Gamevice and respondents provide very short arguments on the question of whether or
not Gamevice can rely on indirect infringement or practice of the ’393 patent, even though all of
the activities briefly discussed involve Gamevice’s own activities, the activities of Gamevice’s
distribution partner Razer, or their end-users. See Compl. Br. at 110-11; Resps. Br. at 190
(“Gamevice has not shown that the alleged DI products indirectly infringe the ’393 patent”);
Resps. Reply at 56 (“The DI products do not indirectly infringe”)). This is not a question of
whether respondents or their customers could be included in the domestic industry.
Nevertheless, the briefing does not explain why Gamevice, Razer, or their end-users would have
to satisfy the requirements applicable to allegations of indirect infringement, such as knowledge
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of the asserted patent. Yet, as discussed below, to the extent that respondents argue that an
element of indirect infringement would be missing, it has been found that the record would
support a finding of indirect infringement.
Gamevice argues that its U.S. employees test the Gamevice controllers with a computing
device, completing any combination needed to satisfy the ’393 patent claims, and Gamevice
encourages its end-users and customers to do the same by illustrating those combinations on the
as-sold boxes. See Compl. Br. at 110-11 (citing CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1373-74).
The administrative law judge finds that the testing of the Gamevice controllers with the
computing device qualifies as practice of the DI products. The evidence also shows that
Gamevice’s customers and end-users directly practice the ’393 patent claims because they use
the domestic industry products and combine the components of products in the claimed manner.
See CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1375. Gamevice affirmatively acts to encourage
practice of the DI claims with knowledge that the induced acts constitute practice of the claims,
and possesses a specific intent to encourage another’s practice of these claims. See i4i Ltd.
Partnership v. Microsoft Corp., 598 F.3d 831, 851 (Fed. Cir. 2010), aff’d, 564 U.S. 91 (2011).
Moreover, Gamevice has shown that (a) the DI products were used to perform acts of
direct practice of the DI claims; (b) the DI products constitute a material part of the invention; (c)
Gamevice knew its DI products were especially made or especially adapted for use in an practice
of the DI claims; and (d) the DI products are not staple articles or commodities of commerce
suitable for substantial noninfringing use. See Arris Grp., Inc. v. British Telecomms. PLC, 639
F.3d 1368, 1376; CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1378-79.
Nintendo argues that Gamevice cannot rely on Razer’s customers to support its indirect
practice of the DI products because Razer has no knowledge of the ’393 patent. See Resps. Br. at
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190. However, the evidence shows that Razer was aware, at least constructively, of the ’393
patent because the domestic industry products are marked with the patents covering those
products, including the ’393 patent on the products themselves or virtually on its website. See
CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1381-82; CX-0181 (Gamevice Virtual Patent Marking).
The administrative law judge thus finds that Gamevice has shown that the Gamevice DI
products indirectly practice the asserted claims, in cases where the underlying direct
infringement is satisfied.
VIII. Invalidity
A.

Validity Under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103
1.

Anticipation – Kessler

Kessler was published on May 30, 2013, and therefore qualifies as prior art to the ’393
patent. See RX-0116 (Kessler).
Nintendo argues, in part:
Gamevice does not dispute that Kessler fails to disclose any limitation of
claim 12. Claim 12pre: Kessler, used with the disclosed computing device, is a
combination. RX-59C, Q336; RX-116.34. Claim 12a, b: Kessler discloses control
modules on each side of its controller, where each control module includes
joysticks, buttons, and a d-pad. RX-59C,
Q358–60; RX-116.33–34. Claim 12c:
Kessler discloses that its coil springs are
attached to its control modules. RX59C, Q357; RX-116 ¶ 99. Claim 12d:
Kessler discloses a structural bridge
disposed between its control modules.
RX-59C, Q358–60. Claim 12e, f: Kessler’s bridge is next to and touching its
control modules. RX-59C, Q341, 345, 357. Claim 12g: The primary section of
Kessler’s bridge contains a retention mechanism with a boss in the form of a
cylindrical component. RX-59C, Q341, 345, 357. Claim 12h: Kessler’s coil spring
interacts with the boss on Kessler’s bridge to secure it to both control modules.
RX-59C, Q357; RX-116 ¶¶ 99–100; Tr. 727:13–728:1. Staff’s only argument that
Kessler does not anticipate claim 12 is that Kessler’s coil springs do not couple the
control modules to the bridge because they are used to bias the primary sections of
the structural bridge. RX-116 ¶¶ 99–100. But Kessler does not disclose another
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method of attachment between the control modules and structural bridge and Staff
does not provide any reason why Kessler’s coil springs cannot perform bias the
section of the structural bridge and attach the control modules to the bridge. Id.;
SPBr.84. When Kessler’s bridge moves between open and closed configurations,
the bridge collapses into and extends from the control modules, supporting the fact
that Kessler’s springs couple the control modules to the bridge. RX-116 ¶¶ 99–
100.
Resps. Br. at 124-25.
Gamevice argues, in part:
While Gamevice submits that Nintendo’s anticipation argument for Kessler
in view of claim 12 should be dismissed for violating the Ground Rules, if the ALJ
allows Nintendo to pursue this argument, the ALJ should still reject Nintendo’s
argument for the following reasons. Kessler does not disclose any restraint,
retention mechanism, or an interaction of the spring member of the restraint with
the boss of the retention mechanism coupling the structural bridge to a control
module recited in limitations 12c, 12g, and 12h. Nintendo exclusively relies on
paragraphs 99-100 of Kessler, but those paragraphs state that the springs and the
cylindrical component of the Kessler device (i.e., the PhoneJoy) are only used “to
bias the primary sections of the sliding mechanism to their closed positions within
their respective handle housings.” RX-0116 at ¶99. It fails to disclose that they are
used to couple the structural bridge to a control module as the claim requires, and
Nintendo fails to point to any such disclosures in Kessler. Instead, Nintendo
wrongly assumes that the springs must hold the structural bridge to a control
module because Kessler does not disclose any other way of doing so, without citing
to any evidence in the record. See RPostHB at 125. This precisely demonstrates
that Nintendo’s argument does not even come close to meeting the clear and
convincing standard—Nintendo cannot prove that a reference discloses something
by pointing to what is missing from the reference. Gamevice, on the other hand,
demonstrated with Dr. Singhose’s expert testimony that the springs in the PhoneJoy
and Kessler do not, and cannot, couple the structural bridge to a control module,
and that other unrelated components perform this function completely by
themselves without the springs. CX-0182C at Q/A 187-189; Singhose Tr. 885:22887:2; 912:9-913:15. Nintendo and its expert failed to rebut Dr. Singhose’s
testimony.
Compl. Reply Br. at 28-29.
The Staff argues, in part:
Nintendo contends that International Publication No. WO 2014/079264
(“Kessler”) (RX-0116) anticipates claim 12 of the ’393 patent. Resp. P.H. Br. at
158-159; RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 356-60; RX-0116 (Kessler) at 33-34.
Kessler was published on May 30, 2013, which is over a year before the effective
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filing date of the claims. See RX-0116 (Kessler). Thus, it qualifies as prior art
under at least 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1). Kessler was considered by the examiner
during prosecution of the ’393 patent, and appears on the face of patent. See JX0001 (’393 patent) at 2; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 156-157.
Conversely, Gamevice argues that Kessler fails to anticipate claim 12
because Kessler (and the PhoneJoy product described by Kessler) does not teach
the limitation of “at least one of the first and the second electronic game control
modules further comprising a restraint, the restraint providing at least a spring
member . . . said structural bridge still further comprising a retention mechanism,
the retention mechanism providing at least a boss, an interaction of the spring
member of the restraint with the boss of the retention mechanism couples the
structural bridge to at least one of the first and the second electronic game control
modules.” CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 186. According to Prof. Singhose,
“The spring and the hook that Dr. Cameron points to as disclosing the claimed
restraint and the retention mechanism do not couple the structural bridge to an
electronic game control module,” as the claim requires. Id. at Q/A 188. Instead,
“[t]hat spring is used to bias the primary sections of the structural bridge to switch
between the device’s open and closed configurations.” Id., citing RX-0228
(Kessler) at ¶¶ 99-100.
Accordingly, Kessler does not anticipate claim 12 of the '345 patent.
Staff Br. at 87-89.
The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing
evidence that the Kessler anticipates independent claim 12 of the ’393 patent.
Regarding claim 12, Gamevice argues that Kessler fails to disclose any restraint,
retention mechanism, or an interaction of the spring member of the restraint with the boss of the
retention mechanism coupling the structural bridge to a control module. Compl. Br. at 28-29.
As an initial matter, no party sought to construe “restraint,” see JX-0014, and the administrative
law judge has determined that the term “retention mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the
relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to the control modules.” The corresponding
structures are: (1) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using a confinement boss
262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts with a retention member 266 that is responsive to
a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 252 (JX-0001 (’393
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patent) at Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figures 27
and 29, using a boss 430 interacting with an adjustment structure 432 to adaptively secure the
control module 402 to a structural bridge 422 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 27 & 29, col. 11,
ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39); and (3) equivalents thereof.
Regarding the interaction of the alleged retention mechanism and the alleged restraint,
Kessler recites:
In addition to the biasing system provided in the sliding mechanism 84 for
tensioning the flexible circuit 114, there are provided respective pairs of biasing
means 160 (figure 12) in the form of coil springs 162 attached between the handle
housings 12, 14 and respective ones of the primary sections 88, 90 of the slide
mechanism 84 to thereby bias said primary sections 88, 90 to their closed state
within the handle housings 12, 14. As can be seen in figure 12, springs 162 are
provided on each side of the handle housings 12, 14. Each spring 162 is arranged
such that is attached between a respective handle housing and a respective one of
the primary sections of the sliding mechanism. As such, the springs’ primary
function is to bias the primary sections of the sliding mechanism to their closed
positions within their respective handle housings.
The biasing mechanism or system 144, 146 for placing the flexible circuit
114 under tension is preferably the primary biasing mechanism for causing the
sections of the sliding mechanism to automatically close together. The biasing
means 160 provided between the handle housings and respective primary sections
of the slide mechanism are the primary biasing means for causing the primary
sections of the slide mechanism to automatically withdraw within their respective
handle housings. Consequently, the biasing means 160 provided between the
handle housings and respective primary sections of the slide mechanism and the
biasing mechanism or system 144, 146 for placing the flexible circuit under tension
together act as a combined means of automatically biasing the handle housings to
their closed position.
RX-0116 (Kessler), ¶¶ 99-100.
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FIG. 12 of RX-0116 (Kessler)
Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing evidence that Kessler discloses that the
retention mechanism is the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, the mechanical
arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 and 29, or equivalents thereof. See Resps. Br. at 124-25.
The springs and the cylindrical component in Kessler are only used “to bias the primary sections
of the sliding mechanism to their closed positions within their respective handle housings.”
RX-0116 (Kessler), ¶ 99. As Dr. Singhose testified, the springs in Kessler cannot couple the
structural bridge to a control module, and other unrelated components perform this function
without the springs. CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 187-189. Nintendo has not shown by
clear and convincing evidence that the springs and the cylindrical component are used to couple
the structural bridge to a control module as the claim requires.
The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and
convincing evidence that Kessler anticipates claim 12 of the ’393 patent.
2.

Anticipation – Nintendo Switch

The Nintendo Switch was released in the United States before the filing date of the
application leading to the ’393 patent, and qualifies as prior art to the ’497 patent. See
RX-0061C (Thorng DWS) at Q/A 65 (on sale date March 3, 2017).
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Nintendo argues, in part:
The Nintendo Switch does not infringe claims 1–4, 6–8, 17–18, but if the
ALJ disagrees, then those claims are anticipated (35 U.S.C. § 102) because the
Nintendo Switch was on sale before the asserted patent was filed and the claims are
not entitled to an earlier priority date.
*

*

*

The Nintendo Switch was publicly available and on sale before the
application for the ’393 patent was filed, RX-61C, Q65 (on sale date March 3, 2017);
JX-1, (22) (filed Dec. 21, 2018), and Gamevice asserts that this prior art product
satisfies each limitation in the asserted claims, see CPBr.38–72. So, Gamevice
“bears the burden of establishing that its claimed invention is entitled to an earlier
priority date,” D Three II, 890 F.3d at 1049, otherwise the claims are anticipated,
see Vanmoor v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 201 F.3d 1363, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2000)
(holding that plaintiff’s infringement contentions against a prior art product
supported defendant’s prima facie case of anticipation); Bennett Regul. Guards, Inc.
v. Canadian Meter Co., 184 F. App’x 977, 978 n.1 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (same).
*

*

*

Nintendo bears the ultimate burden of persuasion to show that the asserted
patent is invalid by clear and convincing evidence. PowerOasis, Inc. v. T-Mobile
USA, Inc., 522 F.3d 1299, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 2008). But “once [Nintendo] has
established a prima facie case of invalidity and its burden is met, the party relying
on validity is then obligated to come forward with evidence to the contrary.” Id. at
1305 (internal quotation marks omitted).
Nintendo has made a prima facie case of anticipation based on the Nintendo
Switch’s prior art date and Gamevice’s infringement arguments. PowerOasis, 522
F.3d at 1305 (“That which would literally infringe if later in time anticipates if
earlier.” (citation and alteration in original omitted)). Thus, Gamevice must
“produc[e] sufficient evidence and argument to show that [the] ancestor [patent
applications] to the [asserted patent] with a filing date prior to the [Nintendo
Switch’s prior art] date, contain[] a written description that supports all the
limitations of the [asserted claims],” Tech. Licensing Corp. v. Videotek, Inc., 545
F.3d 1316, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2008); 35 U.S.C. § 120. And Gamevice must show
“continuing disclosure through the chain of applications, without hiatus, to
ultimately secure the benefit of the earliest filing date”—i.e., each link in the
priority chain must independently have adequate written-description support,
otherwise the chain is broken. In re Hogan, 559 F.2d 595, 609 (C.C.P.A. 1977)
(citation omitted) (holding that the priority chain was broken by omission of
relevant disclosure in an intervening patent application).
*

*
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The written-description requirement was intended for cases such as this—
where a patentee files repeated continuation applications intending to capture, not
its own invention, but the innovation of others. As the Federal Circuit put it in
PowerOasis, “[t]he written description requirement operates as a timing
mechanism to ensure fair play in the presentation of claims after the original filing
date and to guard against manipulation of that process by the patent applicant.” 522
F.3d at 1306 (alteration in original and citation omitted). “[T]he test for sufficiency
[of written description under § 112] is whether the disclosure of the application
relied upon reasonably conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor had
possession of the claimed subject matter as of the filing date.” Ariad Pharms., Inc.
v. Eli Lilly & Co., 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc). The disclosure
of the claimed invention can be actual or inherent, but “the missing descriptive
matter must necessarily be present in the [earlier] application’s specification such
that one skilled in the art would recognize such a disclosure.” Tronzo v. Biomet,
Inc., 156 F.3d 1154, 1159 (Fed. Cir. 1998); PowerOasis, 522 F.3d at 1306–07.
*

*

*

Gamevice’s claims are invalid as anticipated because they are not entitled
to an earlier priority date. This is true at least because the inventors never disclosed
possession of the now-claimed (1) integrated computing device and structural
bridge, (2) combination of a structural bridge and confinement structures
interacting with a computing device, but lacking an adjustable fastening
mechanism, or (3) device with a communication link on each confinement structure
configured to communicate with the computing device.
In its response to each of these points, Gamevice improperly conflates the
written description requirement with disclaimer, preferred embodiments,
boilerplate language, enablement, and obviousness. See CPBr.145–60. Not one of
these is the relevant inquiry. First, “the question is not whether the patentee in the
[earlier] specification ‘disclaimed’ the scope of the [later] patent,” Anascape, Ltd.
v. Nintendo of America Inc., 601 F.3d 1333, 1339 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (reversing
district court’s contrary conclusion); indeed, a POSA would not understand an
inventor to disclaim what the inventor never possessed, Stern Tr. 535:18–22.
Second, “[t]he question is not whether the broad scope of Plaintiff’s asserted claims
should be limited to the preferred embodiments.” D Three Enters., LLC v. Rillito
River Solar LLC, 2017 WL 1023389, at *6 (D. Colo Mar. 15, 2017) (“D Three I”),
aff’d sub nom, D Three II, 890 F.3d at 1052. Third, “boilerplate language at the
end of the [specification] is not sufficient to show adequate disclosure of the actual
[claimed] combinations.” D Three II, 890 F.3d at 1051. Fourth, “[i]t is not a
question whether one skilled in the art might be able to construct the patentee’s
device from the teachings of the disclosure of the application [i.e., enablement].”
Univ. of Rochester v. G.D. Searle & Co., 358 F.3d 916, 923 (Fed. Cir. 2004)
(citation omitted); Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1352. Fifth, “[o]bviousness simply is not
enough; the subject matter must be disclosed to establish possession,” PowerOasis,
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